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38
John Brian Vallely (b.1941)

The Three Travelling Musicians
signed with initials top right, oil on canvas, 127 x 152.5cm (50 x 60in)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-38-john-brian-vallely-b1941/36786/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=37
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-38-john-brian-vallely-b1941/36786/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=37
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34
Louis Le Brocquy HRHA (1916-2012)

The hurlers  (1947)
signed lower right & dated ‘47

watercolour
27 x 40.75cm (11 x 16in)
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A Full List Of Conditions Of Sale Are Available From Our Offices Or On Our Website
at www.morganodriscoll.com

BID NUMBER
Intending purchasers must register for a paddle before the auction. Potential purchasers should allow time for 
registration. We recommend registering on viewing days.

BIDDING FOR PEOPLE UNABLE TO ATTEND THE AUCTION IN PERSON
We are pleased to offer Absentee, Telephone and Live On-Line Bidding on our website www.morganodriscoll.com

PRE-SALE ESTIMATES
These are shown beneath each lot in this sale and they are intended merely as a guide and may be subject to change. 
Amounts given in foreign currencies are approximate and are for convenience only. They are subject to fluctuation. The 
legal amount due is always the Euro sum €. The auction shall be conducted in Euro.

BUYERS’ COMMISSION
The Purchaser shall pay the hammer price together with a buyers’ premium of 20% plus VAT (24.6% inc. VAT). For 
Live Online bidding there is a further 3% service charge.

VAT REGULATIONS
All lots are sold within the auctioneers VAT margin scheme. Revenue Regulations require that the buyers premium must 
be invoiced at a rate which is inclusive of VAT. This is not recoverable by any VAT registered buyer.

ARTIST RESALE RIGHTS
No artist resale rights shall be paid by the purchaser, it is the responsibility of the vendor.

PAYMENT
All purchases must be paid for in Euro in full within 7 days of the sale. We accept cash, cleared personal cheques,
bankers drafts and debit cards (Visa and Mastercard credit cards are accepted subject to a service charge of 2.00%). The 
auctioneers and house agents act under which we are licensed to hold public auctions, only allows for lots to be handed 
over to purchasers when paid for in full.

COLLECTION OF LOTS
In some circumstances small or portable lots may be collected during the sale on production of a purchasers’ sale
receipt. Our staff are here to help, but please remember that the smooth conduct of the sale has to be their first
consideration at all times.
Purchasers are requested to remove their lots from the saleroom after the sale on Monday 25th April 2016 or no later
than 1pm on Tuesday 26th April 2016. Alternatively, items can be collected from our office in Dublin or West Cork
office by prior appointment.

DELIVERY
We can recommend a number of couriers who will deliver purchases for you at a reasonable charge payable by you.
This agreement is solely between the purchaser and the courier and no responsibility is held by the auctioneer.
International deliveries can be arranged, please contact us for details.
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A Full List Of Conditions Of Sale Are Available From Our Offices Or On Our Website
at www.morganodriscoll.com

BID NUMBER
Morgan O’Driscoll’s operate a buyer bid number system. Persons bidding at the auction must register and receive a 
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BIDDING FOR PEOPLE UNABLE TO ATTEND THE AUCTION IN PERSON
We are pleased to offer Absentee, Telephone and Live On-Line Bidding on our website  www.morganodriscoll.com

PRE-SALE ESTIMATES
These are shown beneath each lot in this sale and they are intended merely as a guide and may be subject to change.
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For Live Online bidding there is a further 3% service charge.
ARTIST RESALE RIGHTS
No artist resale rights shall be paid by the purchaser, it is the responsibility of the vendor.
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All purchases must be paid for in Euro in full on the day of the sale. We accept cash, cleared personal cheques, 
bankers drafts and Laser debit cards (Visa and Mastercard credit cards are accepted subject to a service charge of 
2.00%). The auctioneers and house agents act under which we are licensed to hold public auctions, only allows for 
lots to be handed over to purchasers when paid for in full.

COLLECTION OF LOTS
In some circumstances small or portable lots may be collected during the sale on production of a purchasers’ sale 
receipt. Our staff are here to help, but please remember that the smooth conduct of the sale has to be their first 
consideration at all times.
Purchasers are requested to remove their lots from the saleroom after the sale on Monday 14th September or no later    
than 1pm on Tuesday 15th September 2015. Alternatively, items can be collected from our office in Dublin or West Cork 
office by prior appointment.  

DELIVERY
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1
John Skelton Snr (1923-2009)
Launching the curragh
signed lower right
oil on board
27 x 39cm (11 x 15in)
Provenance: Estate of the artist
Private Collection
€500-750 (£390-585)

2
Gerald Davis (1938-2005)
DweLLing (1984)
signed lower left & dated ‘84
oil on board
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from 
the artist
Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection
€300-500 (£234-390)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-1-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36749/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=0
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-1-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36749/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=0
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-2-gerald-davis-1938-2005/36750/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=1
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-2-gerald-davis-1938-2005/36750/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=1
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1
John Skelton Snr (1923-2009)
Launching the curragh
signed lower right
oil on board
27 x 39cm (11 x 15in)
Provenance: Estate of the artist
Private Collection
€500-750 (£390-585)

3
Mark O’Neill (b.1963)

Jake anD the 
watering can (2012)

signed lower right & dated 2012, 
signed, titled & dated on reverse

oil on board
35.75 x 56cm (14 x 22in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

4
Cecil Maguire 

RHA RUA (b.1930)
Pucan

signed lower right, signed & 
titled on reverse

oil on board
25.5 x 30.5cm (10 x 12in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-3-mark-oneill-b1963/36751/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=2
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-3-mark-oneill-b1963/36751/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=2
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-3-mark-oneill-b1963/36751/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=2
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-4-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36752/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=3
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-4-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36752/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=3
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6
Liam Treacy RHA (1934-2005)
after the fair (1990)
signed lower right & titled on reverse
oil on canvas
41 x 30.5cm (16 x 12in)
Provenance: Artist’s Sudio (label verso)
Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

5
Graham Knuttel (b.1954)
YeLLow eYeD BirDs
signed lower left
oil on canvas
76.5 x 76.5cm (30 x 30in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-5-graham-knuttel-b1954/36753/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=4
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-5-graham-knuttel-b1954/36753/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=4
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-6-liam-treacy-rha-1934-2005/36754/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=5
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-6-liam-treacy-rha-1934-2005/36754/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=5
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7
Peter Collis RHA (1929-2012)

the roaD aBove Lough taY, rounDwooD, co. wickLow
signed lower right & titled on reverse

oil on canvas
81.5 x 92cm (32 x 36in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

Peter Collis was born in London in 1929. From 1947-52 he studied at Epsom College of Art, London. In 1969 he 
moved from Surrey to Ireland. Collis was elected an Associate Member of the Royal Hibernian Academy in 1990 
before becoming a full member in 1993. He was part of the annual selection committee for 10 years where he also 
held the position of treasurer. Collis has had many solo and group shows in Ireland and abroad. He has also won sev-
eral awards including Oireachteas, Maurice MacGonigal Landscape Prize and the James Adam Salesroom Award, 
RHA. His work is held in collections such as Limerick University, UCD, AIB, Aer Rianta, The Bank of Ireland and 
in numerous private collections in Ireland, England, France, Australia, New Zealand, New York, Canada and Japan.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-7-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36755/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=6
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-7-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36755/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=6
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8
James Humbert Craig RHA RUA (1878-1944)

LaBouring in the Bog, DonegaL
signed lower left

oil on canvas
56 x 74cm (22 x 29in)

Provenance: Combridge Fine Arts, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€6,000-8,000 (£4,687-6,250)

The Irish landscape painter James Craig was born in Belfast but spent his youth in the countryside of County Down. Craig briefly 
attended Belfast College of Art where he studied drawing and fine art painting. He took all his inspiration from the scenery, people 
and culture of Ireland - above all, from what he saw with his two eyes. He never attempted to embellish or distort nature. His job, 
as a landscape painter was to reflect nature as it was. Despite this fidelity to nature, Craig was not above dramatising his landscape 
painting in the style of Paul Henry. Also, despite his indifference to Barbizon landscape art, Craig’s plein air painting method was 
similar to that of the Impressionists, as he was at his happiest out-of-doors either painting or fishing. Many of his colour schemes 
are consciously sober and the raw beauty of the landscape is expressed in rugged paintwork. He painted in many different locations, 
including the Glens of County Antrim, as well as the more inhospitable coastal landscapes of Donegal and Galway. A successful 
painter of his day, Craig exhibited regularly at the Royal Hibernian Academy from 1915 and was elected to both the Royal Hibernian 
Academy (RHA) and the Royal Ulster Academy (RUA).

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-8-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36756/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=7
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-8-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36756/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=7
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9
Frank McKelvey RHA RUA (1895-1974)

Picnic BY the river
signed lower right

oil on canvas
33.5 x 43.5cm (13 x 17in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

Frank McKelvey  was an Irish painter born in 1895 in Belfast, the son of a painter and decorator. He attended the Belfast School of 
Art and won the “Sir Charles Brett” prize for figure drawing there in 1912. By 1918 his work was exhibited at the Royal Hibernian 
Academy and in 1921 he was elected a member of the Belfast Art Society. McKelvey was appointed an associate of the RHA in 
1923, being granted full membership in 1930. During his career McKelvey was considered on a par with Paul Henry and James 
Humbert Craig, two of the most successful Irish landscape painters of the time. His renowned ability as a painter of landscapes is 
acknowledged by the many exhibitions during his lifetime. He was elected as one of the first academicians of the Ulster Academy 
of Arts when it was founded in 1930.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-9-frank-mckelvey/36757/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=8
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-9-frank-mckelvey/36757/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=8
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10
John Skelton 
Snr (1923-2009)
crossing to inisheer, 
aran isLanD (2002)
signed lower left, signed, titled 
& dated 2002 on reverse
oil on board
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

11
George Gillespie 
RUA (1924-1996)
coastaL LanDscaPe 
with cottage, connemara
signed lower left
oil on canvas
46 x 61cm (18 x 24in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€3,000-4,000 (£2,343-3,125)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-10-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36758/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=9
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-10-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36758/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=9
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-10-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36758/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=9
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-10-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36758/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=9
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-11-george-gillespie-rua-1924-1996/36759/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=10
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-11-george-gillespie-rua-1924-1996/36759/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=10
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-11-george-gillespie-rua-1924-1996/36759/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=10
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-11-george-gillespie-rua-1924-1996/36759/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=10
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Letitia Marion Hamilton 

RHA (1875-1964)
rain at kiLkee. co. cLare (1948)

signed with initials ‘LMH’ lower right and artist’s label verso
oil on canvas

40.75 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Adam’s, Dublin, 28th September 2011, Catalogue No.26

Private Collection
This work is thought to date circa 1947 / 48 when Letitia Hamilton exhib-
ited a work of the same title at the RHA (cat No. 4) and also another work 

‘’August 1947, Kilkee’’
€6,000-9,000 (£4,687-7,031)

13
Liam O’Neill (b.1954)

turf cutters
signed lower right

oil on canvas
30.5 x 25.5cm (12 x 10in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-12-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36760/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=11
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-12-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36760/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=11
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-12-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36760/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=11
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-13-liam-oneill-b1954/36761/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=12
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-13-liam-oneill-b1954/36761/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=12
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14
Daniel O’Neill (1920-1974)
figure in LanDscaPe
signed lower left
oil on panel
25.5 x 30.5cm (10 x 12in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from 
the artist
Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

15
Frank McKelvey RHA 
RUA (1895-1974)
figures on the Beach, 
cuLDaff, co. DonegaL
signed lower left
oil on canvas
51 x 69cm (20 x 27in)
Provenance: John Magee Gallery, 
Belfast
Private Collection
€7,000-10,000 (£5,468-7,812)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-14-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36762/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=13
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-14-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36762/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=13
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-15-frank-mckelvey/36763/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=14
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-15-frank-mckelvey/36763/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=14
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-15-frank-mckelvey/36763/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=14
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-15-frank-mckelvey/36763/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=14
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16
Maurice MacGonigal PPRHA (1900-1979)

evening at rush
signed lower right

oil on canvas
46 x 61cm (18 x 24in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

MacGonigal was born in Dublin in 1900. As a young man he worked as an apprentice in the ecclesiastical design studios of his uncle, 
Joshua Clarke, alongside his cousin, the renowned stained glass artist, Harry Clarke. A portrait, still life and landscape painter, he 
attended the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art (DMSA) on a scholarship and was also awarded the Taylor Scholarship in painting 
in 1924. In 1937 he was appointed Assistant Professor of Painting at the National College of Art (NCA) and became Professor from 
1954-69. MacGonigal was also interested in stage design and book illustration. His work was influenced by Sean Keating and an 
early interest in social realism. While teaching at NCAD, MacGonigal was commissioned to paint a mural for the New York World’s 
Fair of 1939 - a 10.5 metres high panel representing Liberty, America, and thirty Irish-born makers of American history. He was as-
sisted by in this project by fellow DMSA alumni Harry Kernoff and Micheál de Burca. A profoundly influential teacher, he exhibited 
regularly at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, The Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh, and the RHA, Dublin. He was a member 
of the Board of Governors and Guardians of the National Gallery of Ireland as well as the Keeper of the Academy from 1936-1939 
and President from 1962-1977. His work is held in all the major collections in Ireland including the National Gallery, Dublin City 
Gallery the Hugh Lane, the Crawford Municipal Art Gallery and the Ulster Museum. His last one-man exhibition took place in the 
Taylor Galleries, Dublin in 1979.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-16-maurice-macgonigal-pprha-1900-1979/36764/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=15
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-16-maurice-macgonigal-pprha-1900-1979/36764/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=15
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17
Patrick Scott HRHA (1921-2014)

evening LanDscaPe
signed lower right

mixed media
79 x 92cm (31 x 36in)

Provenance: Dawson Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

Patrick Scott was born in County Cork, in 1921. He trained as an architect and spent 15 years working with Michael Scott in the 
architectural practice of what became Scott Tallon Walker, where his innate talent as an artist and designer developed in unison.  He 
became a leading graphic designer with the Signa Design Consultancy (set up in 1953 by Michael Scott and Louis le Brocquy), all 
the while continuing to test various ideas in his painting. On winning a National Prize at the Guggenheim International Award in 
1960 and representing Ireland at the XXX Venice Biennale in the same year, Scott became a full-time artist.
Scott was perhaps best known for his gold paintings, abstracts incorporating geometrical forms in gold leaf against a pale tempura 
background. He also produced tapestries and carpets.His paintings are in several important collections including the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York. His works are distinguished by their purity and sense of calm, reflecting his own interest in Zen Buddhism.
On 11 July 2007, Scott, who was a founding member of Aosdána, was conferred with the title of Saoi, the highest honour that can 
be bestowed upon an Irish artist. The President of Ireland, Mary McAleese, made the presentation, placing a gold torc, the symbol 
of the office of Saoi, around his neck. No more than seven living members may hold this honour at any one time. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-17-patrick-scott-hrha-1921-2014/36765/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=16
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-17-patrick-scott-hrha-1921-2014/36765/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=16
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18
Pat Harris (b.1953)

fLower (2005)
signed, titled & dated on reverse

oil on linen
90.25 x 75cm (35 x 29in)

Provenance: James Wray Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

Born in Dublin in 1953 Pat Harris is regarded as one of Ireland’s leading figurative painters. He studied firstly at NCAD and then at 
the Higher Institute of Fine Art, Antwerp. His early work was based on the human form, in his recent work he has turned to still life 
and landscape as central motifs; here he often pares down the image to a mere tracing, a memory of its presence. Harris currently 
lives in Belgium where he teaches painting at The Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp. His work is represented in a number of 
public collections, including: The Arts Council of Ireland, The Irish Museum of modern Art, Dublin, The Hugh Lane Municipal 
Gallery of Modern Art, Dublin, The National Self-Portrait and Contemporary Art Collection Limerick, University College Dublin
and The University of Antwerp, Belgium. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-18-pat-harris-b1953/36766/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=17
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-18-pat-harris-b1953/36766/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=17


20

19
Patrick Caulfield (1936-2005) British
reD anD white stiLL Life (1966)
signed & numbered on right
offset lithograph in colours signed 
& numbered 59/100
42 x 56cm (16 x 22in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

20
Alice Maher (b.1956)
three oBJects (1995)
signed, titled & dated ‘95 on reverse
acrylic on paper
91 x 82cm (35 x 32in)
Provenance: Green on Red Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin (label veso)
Private Collection
Exhibited: Alice Maher:’Becoming’:
Irish Museum of Modern Art (IMMA), 2012
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-19-patrick-caulfield-1936-2005-british/36767/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=18
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-19-patrick-caulfield-1936-2005-british/36767/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=18
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-20-alice-maher-b1956/36768/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=19
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-20-alice-maher-b1956/36768/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=19
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21
John Shinnors (b.1950)
BirDs over LooP i (2004)

signed lower right
oil on canvas, six panels (each 25.5cm x 30.5cm)

76.5 x 91.5cm (30 x 36in)
Provenance: Taylor Galleries, Dublin (label verso)

Private Collection
€10,000-15,000 (£7,812-11,718)

John Shinnors was born in Limerick in 1950 and studied at the Limerick School of Art and Design.  He has exhibited nationally 
and internationally since the 1980’s with the Taylor Gallery, Dublin as his principal gallery.  He is a member of Aosdána and is 
involved in the promotion of the arts through the Shinnors Scholarship and the Shinnors Drawing Award. Shinnors is represented 
in many private and public collections and was the subject of the RTE 1 documentary “Split Image John Shinnors”. Shinnors paints 
reoccurring themes which allows him to paint portraits with dramatic contrasts of light and dark, these dark and light tones are a 
major element in his work with shapes taking precedence over line. The shapes are nearly square in format with broad flat strokes. 
The blacks and whites are rich with yellow and gold hues. The work is textured with great atmosphere and energy compelling the 
viewer to be involved.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-21-john-shinnors-b1950/36769/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=20
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-21-john-shinnors-b1950/36769/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=20
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22
Arthur Armstrong 
RHA (1924-1996)
autumn LanDscaPe
signed lower left
oil on board
51 x 61cm (20 x 24in)
Provenance: The David Hendriks 
Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Collection of Joseph Curran Esq
Private Collection
Exhibited: Art’s Council of 
Ireland: Catalogue No.44 (label 
verso)
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

23
Markey Robinson 
(1918-1999)
shawLies Picking 
Potatoes
signed lower left
oil on board
17 x 40cm (7 x 16in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-22-arthur-armstrong-rha-1924-1996/36770/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=21
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-22-arthur-armstrong-rha-1924-1996/36770/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=21
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-22-arthur-armstrong-rha-1924-1996/36770/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=21
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-23-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36771/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=22
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-23-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36771/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=22
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23

23
Markey Robinson 
(1918-1999)
shawLies Picking 
Potatoes
signed lower left
oil on board
17 x 40cm (7 x 16in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

24
Richard Kingston RHA (1922-2003)

wiLDLife refuge, curracLoe, co wexforD
signed lower left

oil on panel
76.5 x 122cm (30 x 48in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

The Irish landscape, still-life and flower painter Richard Kingston was born in County Wicklow.  Like Percy French and Nathiel 
Hone The Younger, Kingston first studied engineering before turning to fine art full-time. He was influenced by Abstract Expres-
sionism and was one of the first Irish artists to embrace this style. During the late 1950s, Kingston had several solo exhibitions at 
the Ritchie Hendriks Gallery (Dublin) and the Leicester Galleries (London).In the early 1970s, after representing Ireland in several 
exhibitions abroad, he set up his own art gallery at Wellington Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin. He first exhibited in the RHA in 1962 and 
became a member in 1980. He was elected to the Board of Governors of the National Gallery of Ireland from 1982-1989.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-24-richard-kingston-rha-1922-2003/36772/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=23
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-24-richard-kingston-rha-1922-2003/36772/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=23


24

26
Markey Robinson (1918-1999)
refLections
signed lower left
gouache on board
57 x 81.5cm (22 x 32in)
Provenance: The Oriel Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

25
Arthur K. Maderson (b.1942)
Late evening after rain, montPeLLier
signed lower left, signed & titled on reverse
oil on panel
118 x 80cm (46 x 31in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-25-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36773/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=24
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-25-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36773/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=24
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-26-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36774/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=25
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27
Cecil Maguire RHA RUA (b.1930)

horn heaD from DunfanaghY, DonegaL (2006)
signed lower right & dated ‘06, signed & titled on reverse

oil on canvas
50.5 x 76cm (20 x 30in)

Provenance: Leinster Gallery, Dublin
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

Cecil Maguire was born in Lurgan, Northern Ireland in 1930 and graduated from Queen’s University Belfast in 1951. He then took 
a post at Lurgan College as the Senior English Master. In 1967 he became an associate of the Royal Ulster Academy. Maguire began 
exhibiting at the Royal Hibernian Academy in 1971. In 1981 he retired from teaching at Lurgan College to concentrate on painting 
and travelling. In 1993 he was a Gold Medal Award winner at the Royal Ulster Academy.
Maguire now divides his time between Italy, Belfast and the West of Ireland but lives and works for a great part of the year in Round-
stone, Connemara where he feels very much at home in an area which has always been the inspiration for much of his work - an area 
of tranquility and ever changing landscape.
Maguire has exhibited extensively in galleries such as Kenny Gallery, Oriel Gallery, Bell Gallery, and the Dawson Gallery and his 
works are held in many important public and private collections around the world.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-27-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36775/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=26
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-27-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36775/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=26
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28
Frank McKelvey 
RHA RUA (1895-1974)
street in honfLeur, 
france
signed lower right, signed & 
titled on reverse
watercolour
27 x 38.20cm (11 x 15in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

29
Peter Curling (b.1955)
Born hurDLer
signed lower right
watercolour
32 x 53cm (12 x 21in)
Provenance: James Adam’s, 
Dublin 28th May 2008 Lot 170
Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-28-frank-mckelvey/36776/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=27
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-28-frank-mckelvey/36776/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=27
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-28-frank-mckelvey/36776/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=27
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-29-peter-curling-b1955/36777/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=28
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-29-peter-curling-b1955/36777/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=28
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27

30
Harry Aaron Kernoff RHA (1900-1974)
off Baggot street, BaLLsBriDge (1943)

signed & dated ‘Kernoff ‘43’ lower right
watercolour

27.5 x 38cm (11 x 15in)
Provenance: Purchased from the artist c.1970-71 directly from the artist at his studio in 13 Stamer St., Dublin 8.

Sotheby’s Irish Art Sale, London 7th May 2008 Lot 164
Private Collection

€8,000-10,000 (£6,250-7,812)

Harry Aaron Kernoff was born in London in 1900 of English/Russian extraction. Having moved to Dublin, Kernoff became a lead-
ing figure in Irish modernism. Influenced by Seán Keating, Kernoff painted the Irish landscape, genre scenes, and portraits and is 
primarily remembered for his sympathetic interest in Dublin and its people. He depicted street scenes, as well as Dublin landmarks 
with sympathy and understanding. Kernoff spent the vast majority of his life unappreciated, and made little or nothing from his 
paintings until a few years before his death, when he began to be appreciated by contemporary critics.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-30-harry-aaron-kernoff-rha-1900-1974/36778/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=29
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-30-harry-aaron-kernoff-rha-1900-1974/36778/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=29


28

32
John Faulkner 
RHA (1835-1894)
extensive LanDscaPe 
with harvest scene
signed lower left
watercolour
42.5 x 73.5cm (16 x 28in)
Provenance: James Adams, Dublin
Private Collection
€700-1,000 (£546-781)

31
James Humbert Craig 
RHA RUA (1878-1944)
figures making haY, 
gLenDun, near cushenDun
signed lower right
oil on panel
30.5 x 42cm (12 x 16in)
Provenance: James Adam & 
Bonhams, 7th December 2005 Lot 144
Private Collection
€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-31-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36779/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=30
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-31-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36779/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=30
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-31-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36779/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=30
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-31-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36779/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=30
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-32-john-faulkner-rha-1835-1894/36780/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=31
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-32-john-faulkner-rha-1835-1894/36780/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=31
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-32-john-faulkner-rha-1835-1894/36780/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=31
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-32-john-faulkner-rha-1835-1894/36780/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=31
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33
Peter Curling (b.1955)

exercising on a cLouDY morning
signed lower left & titled on reverse

oil on canvas
82 x 71cm (32 x 28in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€8,000-12,000 (£6,250-9,375)

Peter Curling was born in Waterford in 1955. Curling showed a precocious early talent and had his first exhibition in the racing 
centre of Lambourn at the tender age of fourteen. Sell out exhibitions in Dublin followed and it wasn’t long before he came to the 
attention of Aylmer Tryon, founder of the Tryon Gallery and the renowned horse portraitist Susan Crawford. They advised him to 
go to Florence where he spent two years studying in the studio of Signorina Simi.This classical training stood him in good stead as 
he has always placed the utmost importance in sound draughtsmanship. It was to this end that he spent a short but invaluable time 
with the sculptor John Skeaping R.A.. Skeaping impressed on the young artist the value of economy of line and the ultimate goal 
of depicting movement, balance and a solidity of form without lumbering the work with too much detail. Curling also developed 
a close link with the racing world and has enjoyed the whole spectrum of that fascinating sport from riding in races to ownership, 
training point-to-pointers, and stewarding.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-33-peter-curling-b1955/36781/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=32
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-33-peter-curling-b1955/36781/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=32
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34
Louis Le Brocquy HRHA (1916-2012)

the hurLers  (1947)
signed lower right & dated ‘47

watercolour
27 x 40.75cm (11 x 16in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€15,000-25,000 (£11,718-19,531)

This very rare painting of a sporting event by Louis le Brocquy depicts a group of boys playing hurl-
ing. It was made the year after le Brocquy moved to London in late 1946. He quickly established 
a substantial reputation in the British art world for his original and highly expressive paintings of 
tinkers and of aspects of rural Irish life. Like The Hurlers, these relied on a novel modern style that 
combined a familiarity with the work of Pablo Picasso and le Brocquy’s own instinctive sense of 
sinuous line and earthy colour. 

The fluid depiction of the entangled limbs and the highly expressive faces of the players convey the 
complexity and skill of the game of hurling as well as their individual determination. Their bare feet 
suggest that the match is being played in a remote West of Ireland landscape, possibly on a strand, 
the only place where boots would not have been worn. Le Brocquy stayed in Achill and visited 
Mayo extensively during the war years, where he may have seen such games. The soaked in wash 
of the landscape and the bright colours of the uniforms contrasts with the lively energy of the black 
ink which captures the physicality of the encounter in a direct and humorous manner. 

Le Brocquy was aware of the ancient heritage of hurling, a sport that is believed to date to pre-Chris-
tian times in Ireland. Many of the artist’s subjects, especially those of the 1940s, sought to retrieve 
archetypal themes from aspects of contemporary life. His major subject of the period, the tinkers, 
enabled le Brocquy to connect these timeless nomadic figures with the refugees and displaced peo-
ples of modern war torn Europe. Similarly his interest in hurling may well have been sparked by 
his knowledge of the Táin Bó Cualinge. He was commissioned to paint a scene of Cúchulainn and 
Queen Medb, the main protagonists of the saga, for a public house in Tullamore during the Emer-
gency. Later in 1969 le Brocquy produced his acclaimed illustrations for Thomas Kinsella’s transla-
tion of The Táin, one of which depicts a figure playing hurling. In The Hurlers le Brocquy seems, 
however, to be more interested in the youth and vitality of the players rather than in exploring any 
epic aspects of the game. His fascination with childhood and adolescence was soon to become the 
main preoccupation of his work, as evidenced by the Family paintings of the 1950s. 

Dr. Róisín Kennedy

March 2016

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-34-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36782/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=33
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-34-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36782/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=33
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34
Louis Le Brocquy HRHA (1916-2012)

the hurLers  (1947)
signed lower right & dated ‘47

watercolour
27 x 40.75cm (11 x 16in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€15,000-25,000 (£11,718-19,531)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-34-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36782/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=33
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-34-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36782/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=33
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35
Basil Blackshaw HRHA RUA (b.1932)

Portrait of a gentLeman
signed top left
oil on board

90 x 60cm (35 x 23in)
Provenance: Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

Basil Blackshaw was born in Glengormley, Co. Antrim in 1932. He was educated in Belfast and graduated from the Belfast College 
of Art in 1951. Blackshaw’s work remains dedicated to very Irish and often rural themes, gaining him the title ‘poet of the rural’. The 
artist finds inspiration in the environment around him and his art is reminiscent of his upbringing; of breeding dogs, cock-fighting 
and of his father’s work as a horse trainer. In addition, he is also known for his nudes, portraits and landscapes. 
Blackshaw is recognised for his traditional approach to painting, though combined with his signature loose gestural application of 
paint and a very distinctive and subtle use of colour, the finished piece is often considered to be abstract. Blackshaw has said that 
he aims to convey a ‘feeling’ through his art by using the subject matter to evoke a sensation in the viewer. In 1977 Blackshaw was 
elected as an associate of the Royal Ulster Academy of the Arts and in 1981 was elected an Academician. Blackshaw received the 
Glen Dimplex Award for a Sustained Contribution to the Visual Arts in Ireland in 2001. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-35-basil-blackshaw-hrha-rua-b1932/36783/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=34
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-35-basil-blackshaw-hrha-rua-b1932/36783/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=34
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36
Donald Teskey RHA (b.1956)

wooDeD LanDscaPe (1992)
signed lower left & dated ‘92

oil on board
30.5 x 41cm (12 x 16in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

Donald Teskey was born in Co. Limerick in 1956. He graduated from Limerick College of Art and Design with a Diploma in Fine 
Art in 1978. He came to prominence as an artist during the 1980s, with several significant solo exhibitions as well as being the recipi-
ent of awards in EVA and the Claremorris Open Exhibition. In 2003 he was elected a member of the Royal Hibernian Academy. The 
images reflect his response to the formal elements of composition; shape, form and the fall of light. Works are made in his studio but 
based on extensive studies and detailed notes. The result is powerful images of instantly recognisable parts of the Irish landscape 
with large abstract passages and surfaces which articulate the relentless energetic and elemental force of nature.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-36-donald-teskey-b1956/36784/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=35
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-36-donald-teskey-b1956/36784/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=35
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Alex Katz was born in New York in 1927 and is one of the most recognised and widely-exhibited artists of his generation. Often 
associated with the Pop Art movement, Katz began exhibiting his work in 1954, and since that time he has produced a celebrated 
body of work that includes paintings, drawings, sculpture, and prints. His earliest work took inspiration from various aspects of mid-
century American culture and society, including television, film, and advertising, and over the past five and a half decades he has 
established himself as a preeminent painter of modern life, whose distinctive portraits and lyrical landscapes bear a flattened surface 
and consistent economy of line. Utilising characteristically wide brushstrokes, large swathes of colour, and refined compositions, 
Katz created what art historian Robert Storr called “a new and distinctive type of realism in American art which combines aspects 
of both abstraction and representation”.
His work can be found in public collections worldwide, including the Art Institute of Chicago; the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture 
Garden at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC; the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Centre Georges Pompidou, 
Paris; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid; the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; the Museum of Modern Art, New 
York; the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC; the National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institute, Washington, DC; 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art; The Tate Gallery, London; and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, among many 
others.

Richard Gray Gallery, USA (2016) 

37
Alex Katz American (b.1927)
seLf Portrait (1968)
signed & dated top right
pencil on paper
28 x 21.5cm (11 x 8in)
Provenance: Tibor De Nagy Gallery, New 
York (label verso)
Conner Rosenkranz Gallery, New York 
(label verso)
Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection
Exhibited: Alex Katz: Small Paintings, 
Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin (February - 
March 2007)
Alex Katz: Arkansas Arts Centre, Little 
Rock (label verso)
€6,000-8,000 (£4,687-6,250)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-37-alex-katz-b1927-american/36785/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=36
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-37-alex-katz-b1927-american/36785/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=36
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38
John Brian Vallely (b.1941)

the three traveLLing musicians
signed with initials top right

oil on canvas
127 x 152.5cm (50 x 60in)

Provenance: Private Collection
Literature: Rakish Paddy Blues - A Macaronic Song by Gearóid MacLochlainn 

& John B Vallely, edited by Kieran Gilmore: illustrated in book and on the cover of the cd.
Both cd & signed book accompany this lot

€30,000-50,000 (£23,437-39,062)

Vallely deliberately used paint mixed with a lot of pure turps and let it run, a stylistic device favoured by the artist at the time. It is 
difficult to verbalise something that for the artist was purely visual. It is believed he was trying to create a mystical athmosphere 
for the musicians, all members of the famous Dunne brothers, travelling musicians. One of their nephews, Micky Dunne, himself 
now settled and a highly regarded piper in Limerick, was able to identify the brothers when the artist exhibited the painting in the 
University of Limerick. This painting was exhibited during the launch of the book ‘Rakish Paddy Blues’, the result of a collaboration 
between the poet Gearoid MacLochlainn and John Brian Vallely.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-38-john-brian-vallely-b1941/36786/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=37
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-38-john-brian-vallely-b1941/36786/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=37
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40
Maurice Canning Wilks 
ARHA RUA (1911-1984)
kate kearneY’s cottage
signed lower right
watercolour
34 x 26cm (13 x 10in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€700-1,000 (£546-781)

39
Maurice Canning Wilks 
ARHA RUA (1911-1984)
LanDscaPe, BaLLYnahinch, 
co. gaLwaY
signed lower left
oil on canvas
35.75 x 46cm (14 x 18in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-40-maurice-canning-wilks-arha-rua-1911-1984/36788/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=39
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-40-maurice-canning-wilks-arha-rua-1911-1984/36788/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=39
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-40-maurice-canning-wilks-arha-rua-1911-1984/36788/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=39
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-39-maurice-canning-wilks-arha-rua-1911-1984/36787/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=38
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41
Letitia Marion Hamilton RHA (1878-1964)

BunBeg, co. DonegaL (c.1949)
signed with initials ‘LMH’ lower left

oil on canvas
51 x 61cm (20 x 24in)

Provenance: Whytes, Dublin 19th September 2006 Lot 16
Private Collection

Exhibited: Oireachtas Art Exhibition, Dublin, 1949, catalogue no.41
€15,000-20,000 (£11,718-15,625)

Letitia Marion Hamilton was born in County Meath in 1878 and hailed from an artistic family, her great-grand-mother was the art-
ist Marianne-Caroline Hamilton and her cousin was the watercolourist Rose Maynard Barton. Both Hamilton and her sister Eva 
studied at the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art under William Orpen. Hamilton studied enamelling there also, winning a silver 
medal in 1912 by both the School and the Board of Education National Commission. Her work showed elements of Art Nouveau, 
foreshadowing her later modernist leanings. Hamilton also studied in Belgium with Frank Brangwyn and the Slade School of Fine 
Art. She was a prolific painter of the Irish countryside, exhibiting more than 200 paintings at the Royal Hibernian Academy of which 
she became a member in 1943. Together with Paul Henry, his wife Emily Grace Mitchell/Grace Henry, Mary Swanzy, Jack Butler 
Yeats and others, she formed the Society of Dublin Painters in 1920. In 1948 Letitia was awarded a bronze medal in the arts section 
of the Olympic Games for her painting of the Meath Hunt Point to Point Races, the only Irish medal that year, and one of the last 
Olympic medals for art to be awarded.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-41-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36789/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=40
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-41-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36789/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=40
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42
James MacIntyre 
RUA (b.1926)
Loose sLate
signed lower right & on reverse
oil on panel
41 x 56cm (16 x 22in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

43
Letitia Marion Hamilton 
RHA (1878-1964)
a De Burgh riDing goLDen 
knot at osBerstown, co. kiLDare
signed with initials lower right 
& titled on reverse
oil on board
19.5 x 24.5cm (7 x 9in)
Provenance: De Veres Art Auctions, 
Dublin, 20th November 2001 Lot 192
Private Collection
€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-42-james-macintyre/36790/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=41
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-42-james-macintyre/36790/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=41
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-42-james-macintyre/36790/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=41
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-43-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36791/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=42
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-43-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36791/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=42
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-43-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36791/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=42
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-43-letitia-marion-hamilton-rha-1875-1964/36791/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=42
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44
Liam O’Neill (b.1954)

turning for home
signed lower right

oil on canvas
76.25 x 102cm (30 x 40in)

Provenance: Green Lane Gallery, Dingle (label verso)
Private Collection

€10,000-15,000 (£7,812-11,718)

Liam O’Neill was born in West Kerry in 1954 and is among Ireland’s most talented contemporary artists. He is a self taught painter 
who credits his motivation and inspiration from his love of the west coast. His paintings recapture images of harbours, horse fairs, 
landscapes, fishermen, bog and meadow scenes. The animated strokes of bright colour, which are spontaneously applied in a loose 
expressionistic manner using a palette knife, emphasise the passionate freedom of the artist’s style. O’Neill has exhibited widely 
over the past 20 years including the Royal Hibernian Academy, Oireachtas and the National Portrait Exhibition.

43
Letitia Marion Hamilton 
RHA (1878-1964)
a De Burgh riDing goLDen 
knot at osBerstown, co. kiLDare
signed with initials lower right 
& titled on reverse
oil on board
19.5 x 24.5cm (7 x 9in)
Provenance: De Veres Art Auctions, 
Dublin, 20th November 2001 Lot 192
Private Collection
€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-44-liam-oneill-b1954/36792/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=43
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-44-liam-oneill-b1954/36792/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=43
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David LaChapelle (b.1963) Amercian

miLLa, new York, the face (1995)
signed, titled & numbered 6/30 on reverse

chromogenic print number 6 from an edition of 30
60.70 x 50.80cm (24 x 20in)

Provenance: Sotheby’s, London, 16th May 2006 Lot 102
Private Collection

€6,000-9,000 (£4,687-7,031)

Despite being criticised for being too commercial, offensively provocative and grotesque, David LaChapelle is an essential figure in 
photography, having been wildly successful working with the biggest names in the entertainment and fashion worlds, contributing 
his exuberant ideas, boundless creativity and distinctive style. Constructing decadent sets, he staged his models against baroque and 
delirious backdrops to produce visually-compelling images, each unique in their narrative and evocative content. He has the ability 
of making his subjects push their characters yet brings across his point with stereotypes associated with their image. He has depicted 
a turbaned Elizabeth Taylor looking like a $5 fortune-teller, Courtney Love as Virgin Mary, Lady Gaga wearing only screaming 
headlines, a Michael Jackson impersonator as a misunderstood martyr, Angelina Jolie in various states of undress and Pamela An-
derson baring all in a room plastered with her Playboy spreads. As one of the world’s most in-demand photographers and directors 
for advertising and publishing, LaChapelle’s imprint is everywhere, having set new standards for glamorous, celebrity portraiture. 
He has immortalised Madonna, Elton John, Naomi Campbell, Lil’ Kim, Uma Thurman, David Beckham, Paris Hilton, Hillary Clin-
ton, Muhammad Ali, Britney Spears and Alicia Keys, to name just a few. A LaChapelle photo was a badge of being hip and adventur-
ous, and all the hot young stars - from music, film or fashion - wanted him to take their photo, direct their video or shoot their movie.

Y-Jean Mun-Delsalle & Forbes Lifestyle (2016)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-45-david-lachapelle-b1963-amercian/36793/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=44
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-45-david-lachapelle-b1963-amercian/36793/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=44
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46
Barrie Cooke HRHA (1931-2014)

untitLeD (1992)
signed lower right & dated ‘92

oil on card
54 x 63.5cm (21 x 25in)

Provenance: Kerlin Gallery, Dublin
Private Collection

Exhibited: Kerlin Gallery, Dublin: May 1993
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

Barrie Cooke born in Cheshire in 1931 was an abstract expressionist painter who has lived and worked in Ireland since 1954. Cooke 
travels widely and his richly expressionist, semi-abstract paintings have been strongly influenced by time spent in such far-flung 
places as Lapland, New Zealand, Borneo and Malaya. Nature in its infinite variety and irresistible flux is his chosen environment 
and subject matter. 
Cooke was a member of Aosdána, and the Royal Hibernian Academy and exhibited widely throughout Europe, the US and Canada. 
His work is represented in such collections as the Irish Museum of Modern Art, the Ulster Museum, the Stedelijk Museum (Amster-
dam), the Haags Gemeente Museum (The Hague), and other public and private collections worldwide.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-46-barrie-cooke-hrha-1931-2014/36794/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=45
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-46-barrie-cooke-hrha-1931-2014/36794/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=45
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Charles J. McAuley 
RUA ARSA (1910-1999)
gathering the Peat
signed lower left
oil on canvas
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

48
Maurice Canning Wilks 
ARHA RUA (1911-1984)
at renvYLe, connemara (1960)
signed lower right
oil on canvas
51 x 61cm (20 x 24in)
Provenance: Whyte’s, Dublin,  
5th November 2008 Lot 150
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-47-charles-j-mcauley-rua-arsa-1900-1999/36795/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=46
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http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-47-charles-j-mcauley-rua-arsa-1900-1999/36795/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=46
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49
Daniel O’Neill (1920-1974)

resting
signed lower left & titled on reverse

oil on board
51 x 68.75cm (20 x 27in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€30,000-50,000 (£23,437-39,062)

Daniel O’Neill was born in Belfast in 1920 and is considered one of Irelands finest Romantic Painters. In a review of O’Neill’s 
paintings the Irish Times on 15th May 1953 referred to the “imaginative, often haunting, melancholic interaction between figure and 
environment, mood and circumstance”. 
O’Neill often painted landscapes with people in them but the Artist was mainly interested in landscape only as a means of represent-
ing the concerns and dreams of those who lived in it. This is a luminous painting, which perfectly captures the mood of an elegant 
young woman reflecting on life as she looks out over the beautiful Irish landscape.
Gina Lynam in her thesis, 1996 TCD, entitled “Daniel O’Neill (1920-1974) Landscape and Figure Painter” stated of O’Neill that, 
“he imbued everything he painted with a delicate, dreamy mood of serenity tinged with a certain melancholy.” Perhaps this best 
describes the subject painting which is an excellent example of Daniel O’Neill’s work.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-49-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36797/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=48
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50
George Russell (AE) (1867-1935)

summer evening, hiLL of howth
monogrammed Æ lower right & titled on reverse

oil on canvas
35.75 x 41cm (14 x 16in)

Provenance: James Wray Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

George William Russell was born in Lurgan, County Armagh in 1867 but his family relocated to Dublin when he was eleven years 
old. He was educated at Rathmines School and the Metropolitan School of Art. Russell’s interests were wide-ranging; he became 
a theosophist and wrote extensively on politics and economics, while continuing to paint and write poetry. Russell claimed to be a 
clairvoyant, able to view various kinds of spiritual beings, which he illustrated in his paintings and drawings. Russell wrote with the 
pseudonym  Æ (sometimes written AE or A.E.).

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-50-george-russell-ae-1867-1935/36798/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=49
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-50-george-russell-ae-1867-1935/36798/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=49
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51
Nano Reid RHA (1900-1981)

tinkers in the hiLLs
signed lower right

oil on board
51.5 x 61cm (20 x 24in)

Provenance: Dawson Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Collection of William P. Mahoney Esq. 

James Adam’s, Dublin 5th December 2006 Lot 107
Private Collection

€8,000-12,000 (£6,250-9,375)

The Irish landscape artist, figure painter and portraitist Nano Reid was born in Drogheda, County Louth. In 1920, she won a scholar-
ship to study fine art painting and drawing at the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art - now the National College of Art and Design - 
under Harry Clarke. In 1925 she started showing at the Royal Hibernian Academy (RHA), submitting a total of 42 canvases until the 
late 1960s. In 1928, she went to Paris and enrolled briefly at the Académie de la Grande Chaumière, after which she spent a year in 
London studying fine art at the Central School of Arts and Crafts under Bernard Meninsky. An individual, expressionistic artist, Reid 
is acknowledged to be one of the finest Irish woman painters of twentieth-century visual art in Ireland. She used paint intuitively, 
employing a limited colour range such as browns, greens and ochres, and applied the paint with a carefully controlled spontaneity in 
which abstraction is combined with figuration. Her works are represented in many public collections throughout Ireland.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-51-nano-reid-rha-1905-1981/36799/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=50
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Howard Helmick (1840-1907) American

Le mauvais oeiL (the eviL eYe) (1869)
signed and dated ‘Hd. Helmick 1869’ lower left

oil on canvas
92 x 72.5cm (36 x 28in)

Provenance: Private Collection
Exhibited: Paris Salon 1868, No. 1173, from his address at Rue de Furstemberg, 6., Paris, France.

€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

Brought up on a farm in Ohio, Howard Eaton Helmick began his art training in the Ohio Mechanics Institute in Cincinnati, and 
subsequently at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (from 1862-64). Perhaps he emigrated to avoid becoming a soldier, but two 
years later he was successfully established in Paris, studying under the guidance of the master Alexandre Cabanel at L’Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts. His teacher was accomplished and award winning, and it’s easy to see the stylistic influence on this talented pupil, who 
started showing his work in Paris between 1868 and 1872. The first titles that he exhibited at the Paris Salons, for a French audience, 
were titled in French, ‘L’Accouchee’, ‘La Confidence’, ‘Un coin de feu, XVIe siecle ‘ and ‘Les Savants’. While he was in Paris, 
he became acquainted with the renowned American impressionist painter Mary Cassat, who was from Pennsylvania. Both artists 
showed work at the Salon in Paris in 1869, and Helmick’s title was ‘Le Mauvais Oeil’ (The Evil Eye), which perfectly describes 
the narrative for this substantial, exhibition size painting.  By 1872-73 Helmick had left France for London and Ireland. He began 
exhibiting at London’s Royal Academy, in 1873 ‘Un dejeuner a La Forchette’, and ‘The Irish Piper’, the latter the first of a series of 
subjects based on his numerous visits to Ireland. By 1879 he was an elected member of the Society of British Artists, and by 1881 
the Society of Painter Etchers, he was ‘one of the first to take to colour etching, his illustrations having appeared in some of the lead-
ing publications’. He quickly established himself by exhibiting at the major British galleries. Becoming friends with other American 
exiles such as James McNeill Whistler, he worked from a capacious studio in London’s Holland Park, as well as showing titles from 
addresses in Ireland. He swiftly made a name for himself as an accomplished subject and genre painter, and his many surviving 
paintings and etchings demonstrate his consistent and undoubted talent.

Helmick’s use of narrative to frame his stage-like scenes, invited the viewer to debate and interpret various activities. Here the artist 
uses a historic composition as an opportunity to show off his skill at figure painting, with challenging and difficult poses, such as 
the dynamic foreshortening of the young man in the centre foreground and the way he and his young family glance backwards over 
their shoulders at the dark figure who seems to be the cause of insult and retaliation. We are tempted to speculate why the family are 
out in the snowy churchyard at night, and the darkly dressed man with his black beret seems to be grappling with the lock at his own 
door, and has presumably warned them away with his unfriendly gaze or some unfavourable comment. The contrast between the 
small girl looking alarmed and the father gathering up a snowball adds tension to the sense of vulnerability provided by the mother’s 
arms cradling her baby. Snow lights the background and gives contrast to the otherwise dark scene, and the unlit house on the right, 
with the bare boughs of a creeper clinging to the walls, all suggest the cold of winter. The architecture is another deliberately difficult 
choice as a backdrop, with the angles and complexity of the gothic parts of the church, decked with drifts of snow, allowing the artist 
to show off his skills at handling perspective. 

The backdrop to this history scene may well be a detail of the back of the church of Saint Gervais Saint Protais, Paris. Helmick and 
his wife were known to have been there in association with Mary Cassat ‘in St. Gervais. Mrs Helmick to take the paths, Helmick 
to paint’ in the same year, 1869, that this work is dated. They also travelled 20 kilometres north of central Paris to Ecouen in the 
1860’s. Helmick stayed there in a cottage with his wife and baby, finding inspiration for his painting amongst the rural beauty and 
colourful traditional peasant costume of the annual fete. The pattern of setting up studios in beautiful places, which he subsequently 
established when working in Galway, and in Kinsale in county Cork, provided inspiration for new work. Although an increasing 
number of Helmick’s paintings of Irish scenes have come to light in recent years, his earlier French work is only just beginning to 
emerge and be identified. 

 L. M. Fink, American Art at the c19th Paris Salons (Cambridge University Press, 1990), p.355.

Claudia Kinmonth, Irish Rural Interiors in Art (Yale University Press, 2006).

Claudia Kinmonth ‘Howard Eaton Helmick Revisited: Matrimony & Material Culture through Irish Art’ in V. Krielkamp ed’, Rural 
Ireland the Inside Story (Exhibition Catalogue, McMillan Art Gallery Boston College, 2012), pp. 89-101.  

Claudia Kinmonth MA(RCA) PhD is a Moore Institute Visiting Research Fellow, at N.U.I. Galway.

Claudia Kinmonth, March 2016
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52
Howard Helmick (1840-1907) American

Le mauvais oeiL (the eviL eYe) (1869)
signed and dated ‘Hd. Helmick 1869’ lower left

oil on canvas
92 x 72.5cm (36 x 28in)

Provenance: Private Collection
Exhibited: Paris Salon 1868, No. 1173, from his address at Rue de Furstemberg, 6., Paris, France.

€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734) 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-52-howard-helmick-1840-1907-american/36800/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=51
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Gerard Dillon (1916-1971)
seLf Portrait
signed lower left
pencil & ink on paper
37 x 36.5cm (14 x 14in)
Provenance: de Veres, Dublin 25th 
November 2009 Lot 55
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

54
Markey Robinson (1918-1999)
figures BY the Lake
signed lower left
oil on board
58 x 95.5cm (23 x 37in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)
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Hector McDonnell RUA (b.1947)
accorDian PLaYer, san francisco

signed lower right
oil on canvas

61 x 46cm (24 x 18in)
Provenance: de Veres, Dublin, 25th November 2008

Private Collection
Exhibited: Pyms Gallery, London (label verso)

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

Hector McDonnell was born in 1947 in County Antrim, the youngest son of the Earl and Countess of Antrim. His mother was a 
dedicated sculptress and cartoonist. McDonnell was first educated in Eton and Oxford before travelling in 1964 to Munich and then 
Vienna to study drawing and painting, as well as sculpture. He studied for a spell under Hans Wotruba, the famous Viennese Seces-
sionist sculptor. McDonnell’s first solo exhibition was at the Hamet Gallery, London. After this, he became an exhibitor with the 
eminent Fischer Fine Art Gallery, London. More solo exhibitions followed in Munich and Vienna, after which McDonnell partici-
pated in two major shows of contemporary art in Paris on the theme of Contemporary International Realism. In 1981, McDonnell 
won the Darmstadter Kunstpreis - one of Germany’s most illustrious art prizes. This led to a major exhibition at the Darmstadt Arts 
Museum in which over 150 of McDonnell’s paintings and more than 100 drawings were shown. McDonnell continues to exhibit in 
major galleries in Ireland and around the world.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-55-hector-mcdonnell-rua-b1947/36803/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=54
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Eithne Jordan 
RHA (b.1954)
femaLe figure with 
comPanion ii (1985)
signed, titled & dated ‘85 on reverse
oil on canvas
132.20 x 111cm (52 x 43in)
Provenance: Private Collection
Exhibited: GPA Awards October 
- November 1986, Royal Hospital 
Kilmainham (label verso)
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

56
Bridget Riley (b.1931) British
reD reD BLue (2010)
signed, titled, dated & numbered 10/75
coloured screenprint, number 10 from an edition of 75
59.5 x 91.5cm (23 x 35in)
Provenance: Karsten Schubert, London (label verso)
Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€4,000-5,000 (£3,125-3,906)
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58
George Campbell RHA (1917-1979)

PLaY of shaPes i
signed lower right

oil on board
51 x 41cm (20 x 16in)

Provenance: The Ritchie Hendriks Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

George Campbell was born in County Wicklow in 1917, the son of Gretta Bowen. He went to school in Dublin but following the 
death of his father in 1925 the family moved to Belfast. Campbell was working in an aircraft factory at the time of the Belfast Blitz, 
and began to paint, taking the bomb-damage as his subject. He was one of the founders of the Irish Exhibition of Living Art in 
1943. With his brother Arthur, he published Now in Ulster (1944), an anthology of short stories, essays and poetry by young Belfast 
writers. 
After the war Campbell became increasingly interested in Spain. In 1946 he came to know Spaniards who had settled in Dublin, and 
when in London painted visiting Spanish dancers in their traditional costume. He finally visited Spain in the early 1950s, encouraged 
by his friendship with Gerald Dillon and “an interest in bohemian characters”. He lived there for much of the next twenty-five years.
Campbell made stained glass windows for Galway Cathedral. He also played flamenco guitar. A member of the Royal Hibernian 
Academy, he won the Douglas Hyde Gold Medal in 1966 and the Oireachtas Prize for Landscape in 1969. The Spanish government 
made him a Knight Commander of Spain in 1978. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-58-george-campbell-rha-rua-1917-1979/36806/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=57
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Camille Souter HRHA (b.1929)

the heLmet (1956)
signed lower right & dated ‘56

watercolour
55 x 38.20cm (21 x 15in)

Provenance: Collection of Gordon Lambert 
Dawson Gallery, Dublin (label verso)

Private Collection
Literature: “Helmet” 1956 Cat.29 “Camille Souter: The Mirror in the Sea” by Garrett Cormican

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

This early work by Camille Souter is an excellent example of mid-twentieth century European, abstract-
ed representational painting. Commentators have often assumed that they are purely abstract works but 
they were never abstract in the programmatic sense that artists like Wassily Kandinsky, or Mainie Jellet 
might have understood it. One might say that some of their abstract paintings were not intended to rep-
resent anything other than the paintings themselves. By contrast, Souter has always strived to represent 
real experience albeit sometimes in a highly abstracted mode. She has described her early works more 
as signs or symbols (i.e. for something real) rather than abstract. She dislikes the term “abstract”. She is 
not interested in describing reality with the kind of verisimilitude one finds in academic art or in photo-
graphs. What interests her is how the mind interprets, re-interprets and recalls lived experience in paint. 

This work has most in common with the style known as tachisme, art informel or lyrical abstraction. The 
style emerged in late 1940s’ Paris and developed in Italy and Britain. The term describes a form of paint-
ing that where the physical properties of the medium, the flow of paint and gesture were particularly 
important. Tachisme refers strictly to small patches of colour. At the time, this work was produced the 
style would have been considered very avant-garde. The shows at one of the galleries where Souter ex-
hibited in London, for example, were described in the Guardian newspaper as ‘Fiercely non-figurative, 
violently tachiste, remarkably international.’  There was nothing comparable in Ireland. 

The work comprises of patches of colour overlayed with black lines akin to a stained glass window. 
Only four colours are used. The overall atmosphere is warm. It is hard to be sure exactly what the motif 
represents or signifies which makes it all the more intriguing. There is a simple title on the back of it, 
Helmet, which may or may not be the artist’s title for the work. We do know, however, that it was painted 
1956 and one suspects not long after the artist, her husband Frank and two children had moved into a 
basement flat in Fitzwilliam Place. Souter painted under a barred window at the front of it. They didn’t 
have a bed but someone gave them a carpet which they rolled up in every night. For a time they shared 
their lodgings with Mutz, a former German soldier and painter. ‘Sometimes, in the basement, he would 
imitate a German military band with the top of a bin’ the artist once recalled. Could this be the soldier’s 
Helmet? We may never know for sure and on one level, it doesn’t really matter. This is a beautiful work 
which can be enjoyed for its visual qualities alone.

Quote from an article by Stephen Bone The Guardian 2nd December 1957. Reproduced in New Vision 
56-66 exhibition catalogue 1984, p.3 by Denis Bowen and Margaret Garlake.

Garrett Cormican February 2016
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Camille Souter HRHA (b.1929)

the heLmet (1956)
signed lower right & dated ‘56

watercolour
55 x 38.20cm (21 x 15in)

Provenance: Collection of Gordon Lambert 
Dawson Gallery, Dublin (label verso)

Private Collection
Literature: “Helmet” 1956 Cat.29 “Camille Souter: The Mirror in the Sea” by Garrett Cormican

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-59-camille-souter-hrha-b1929/36807/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=58
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George Russell 
(AE) (1867-1935)
traiLing cLouDs of gLorY
oil on board
47 x 61.75cm (18 x 24in)
Provenance: Oriel Gallery, Dublin
Bonhams, London 8th December 1999 Lot 83
Private Collection
Exhibited: Oriel Gallery, Dublin 1989
Literature:Oriel Gallery’s 21st Anniversary 1989: 
Illustrated on page 27, plate no.15
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

60
George Campbell 
RHA (1917-1979)
seDate forms
signed lower right, signed 
& titled on reverse
oil on canvas board
61 x 51cm (24 x 20in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)
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Tony O’Malley HRHA (1913-2003)

autumn Painting i (1981)
signed lower left, dated lower right & signed, titled & dated on reverse with artist’s archive no. 322

oil on board
61 x 91.5cm (24 x 36in)

Provenance: Private Collection
Literature:“Tony O’ Malley - Painter in Exile”, Arts Council of Ireland and 

Northern Ireland, Dublin & Belfast, 1984, catalogue no.110
€20,000-30,000 (£15,625-23,438)

Tony O’Malley was born in Callan, County Kilkenny in 1913 and was a self-taught artist, having drawn and painted for pleasure 
from childhood. He worked as a bank official until contracting tuberculosis in the 1940s. He began painting in earnest while conva-
lescing and, though he did at first return to bank work, he continued to paint and in 1951 began exhibiting his work. O’Malley first 
visited St. Ives, Cornwall in 1955 then an important centre of abstract art before settling there in 1960. The simplicity and formal 
mastery of O’Malley’s constructions reflect the modernist tradition of assemblage that stretches back to Pablo Picasso and to Kurt 
Schwitters, an artist he admired. Some of his contemporaries in St Ives, like Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth and Peter Lanyon 
were also drawn to the medium of collage and assemblage. Nature and history are recurrent themes within his works and for over 40 
years he captured through abstraction the mood, atmosphere and movements of the Irish countryside and also the landscapes of more 
exotic islands that he used to frequent. Drawing was the necessary root of all of O’Malley’s work and concisely knotted the mediums 
together. A highly respected artist, his works are represented in all major Irish museums and included in the most significant public 
and private collections of Irish art.
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Barrie Cooke HRHA (1931-2014)

woman unDer sLieve na gLuisaDh
oil on canvas board

146 x 129cm (57 x 50in)
Provenance: Ritchie Hendriks Gallery, Dublin

Purchased by Alan Tate Esq, April 1965
James Wray Gallery, Belfast

Private Collection
€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)
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William Crozier HRHA (1930-2011)

entrance to a wheatfieLD
signed lower right, signed & titled on reverse

oil on canvas
56 x 66.25cm (22 x 26in)

Provenance: James Adam’s, Dublin, 1st June 2011 Lot 48
Private Collection

€6,000-8,000 (£4,687-6,250)

William Crozier was an Irish-Scots still-life and landscape artist based in Hampshire, England and West Cork. Throughout the 1960s 
and 1970s  Crozier exhibited his works in London, Glasgow, Dublin and all over Europe. From the 1980s, Crozier’s painting blos-
somed with a new freedom and confidence, the result of  the stimulus provided by his studio in West Cork. His abstract landscapes 
and still life painting used sumptuous colour to convey an emotional intensity. To the end of his life, he was endlessly concerned 
with the challenge of creating a new language in figurative painting.

William Crozier represented the UK and Ireland overseas, and was awarded the Premio Lissone in Milan in 1958 and the Oireachtas 
Gold medal for Painting in Dublin in 1994. In 1991 the Crawford Art Gallery Cork and the Royal Hibernian Academy curated a 
retrospective of his work. He was elected to Aosdana in 1992 and was elected an honorary member of the Royal Hibernian Academy.
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Patrick Scott 
HRHA (1921-2014)
untitLeD (2008)
signed & dated ‘08 lower right 
& stamped by Stoney Road Press
limited edition carborundum 
& intaglio numbered 3/100
65 x 57.5cm (25 x 22in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

65
Tony O’Malley 
HRHA (1913-2003)
fish Baits (1986)
signed, titled & dated ‘86 and 
artists archive no 1035 on reverse
oil on paper
52 x 64cm (20 x 25in)
Provenance: Ferguson Gallery, Co Donegal,
Nicholas Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection
€6,000-9,000 (£4,687-7,031)
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http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-66-patrick-scott-hrha-1921-2014/36814/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=65
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67
John Brian Vallely (b.1941)

four musicians (1960’s)
signed lower right

oil on canvas
71.25 x 91.5cm (28 x 36in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from 
the artist

Private Collection
€15,000-25,000 (£11,718-19,531)

68
Elizabeth Cope (b.1952)

untitLeD (2004)
signed lower right & dated ‘04

oil on board
61 x 76.5cm (24 x 30in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-67-john-brian-vallely-b1941/36815/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=66
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-67-john-brian-vallely-b1941/36815/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=66
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-68-elizabeth-cope-b1952/36816/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=67
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-68-elizabeth-cope-b1952/36816/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=67
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69
Percy French (1854-1920)

winter LanDscaPe
signed lower left and inscription on reverse reads:’Sketched by Percy French in the drawing room at Tullylagan Manor after a 

drive to Dungiven to give an entertainment. The road was almost impassable with frozen snow. 
Driven in T.MacGregor’s motor car by T.MacG,’

watercolour
16.25 x 26cm (6 x 10in)

Provenance: Cynthia O’ Connor Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

Exhibited: 19th and early 20th Century Irish Paintings: Cynthia O’Connor Gallery, Dublin 1982, Catalogue No.13
€3,000-4,000 (£2,343-3,125)

William Percy French was born in County Roscommon in 1854. He grew up in Derby before being sent to school in Derry as prepa-
ration for entering Trinity College, Dublin. There he studied engineering and for seven years he worked as an engineer spending 
his spare time sketching and composing songs. He then abandoned his chosen career to pursue his artistic interests and in addition 
to painting he wrote stories, verse and libretti for a musical comedy, a comic opera and a full opera, all of which were produced in 
Dublin. He is best remembered for his atmospheric watercolour paintings of Irish bogs and skies, typically painted using a ‘wet-on-
wet’ technique. His work as both an artist and popular entertainer is commemorated by the Percy French Society, which was formed 
in the 1980s, and which has a collection of some eighty watercolours by French on permanent display in the North Down Heritage 
Centre.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-69-percy-french-1854-1920/36821/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=68
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-69-percy-french-1854-1920/36821/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=68
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70
Percy French (1854-1920)
Peat stacks, connemara

signed lower left
watercolour

12.75 x 18cm (5 x 7in)
Provenance: W.M Whiteley Ltd., 

London (label verso)
Eakin Gallery, Belfast

Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

71
Cecil Maguire 

RHA RUA (b.1930)
Low tiDe, DonaghaDee, 

co. Down (1990)
signed lower left & dated ‘90, 

signed & titled on reverse
oil on board

61 x 61cm (24 x 24in)
Provenance: Acquired directly 

from the artist
Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-70-percy-french-1854-1920/36817/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=69
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-70-percy-french-1854-1920/36817/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=69
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-71-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36818/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=70
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-71-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36818/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=70
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-71-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36818/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=70
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-71-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36818/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=70
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72
Fred Cuming RA (b.1930) British

seascaPe
signed lower left

oil on board
51 x 61cm (20 x 24in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

Fred Cuming was born in London in 1930 of English, Irish and Scottish ancestory. He received his art education at Sidcup School 
of Art and at the Royal College of Art in 1951-1955. He was awarded the Abbey Minor Travelling Scholarship to visit Italy. He was 
elected a Royal Academician (RA) in 1974. He is also a member of the New English Art Club. As well as continuing to paint Ital-
ian scenes, including Venice, he still devotes much time to the landscape of the Southern English coastline, including Hastings and 
Rye. His art has an impressionist quality which captures “the fleeting impressions of his surroundings.”He first encountered such 
landscapes as a child evacuee during the Blitz. The powerful contrast to his home in London created an enduring love for it.
In 1996 he was commissioned to paint a portrait of Stephen Hawkins which now hangs in the National Portrait Gallery, London. 
Cuming was honoured in 2001 with being the featured artist in the R.A. Summer Exhibition with an entire gallery dedicated to his 
work. He has continued to exhibit in many galleries and in solo exhibitions throughout the UK.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-72-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36819/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=71
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73
Fred Cuming 

RA (b.1930) British
the waterfront

signed lower left
oil on panel

30.5 x 36cm (12 x 14in)
Provenance: Acquired 
directly from the artist

Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

74
Fred Cuming 

RA (b.1930) British
stiLL Life

signed lower left
oil on board

28.5 x 41cm (11 x 16in)
Provenance: Acquired directly 

from the artist
Private Collection

€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-73-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36820/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=72
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-73-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36820/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=72
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-73-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36820/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=72
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-74-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36822/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=73
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-74-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36822/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=73
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-74-fred-cuming-ra-b1930-british/36822/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=73
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76
Mark O’Neill (b.1963)
goLDen two (1995)
signed lower right & dated ‘95
oil on board
41 x 61cm (16 x 24in)
Provenance: Private Collection
Exhibited: Wexford Art’s Centre: Mark O’Neill Exhibition 1995
€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

75
Hector McDonnell 
RUA (b.1947)
Bar in vaLencia market
monogrammed lower right, signed & titled on reverse
oil on canvas
76.25 x 51cm (30 x 20in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-75-hector-mcdonnell-rua-b1947/36823/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=74
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-75-hector-mcdonnell-rua-b1947/36823/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=74
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-75-hector-mcdonnell-rua-b1947/36823/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=74
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-76-mark-oneill-b1963/36824/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=75
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-76-mark-oneill-b1963/36824/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=75
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77
John Doherty (b.1949)

steaDfast (2007) (Part of the war horses of oLD court series)
signed, titled & dated 2007 on reverse

oil & acrylic on canvas
31 x 46cm (12 x 18in)

Provenance: Fenton Gallery, Cork (label verso)
Private Collection

Exhibited: Solomon Fine Arts, Dublin: Important Irish & British & Master’s Prints, Merrion Hotel: 14th - 16th November 2008
€6,000-8,000 (£4,687-6,250)

John Doherty was born in Kilkenny in 1949. He studied architecture at Bolton Street College of Technology, Dublin from 1968 to 
1973 before moving to Sydney for five years where he decided to pursue a career as an artist. Although the subject matter of much 
of Doherty’s work belongs to the forlorn and crumbling remains of an Ireland that, though familiar, has been consigned to history, 
his realism is immediately attractive for its apparently benign normality. The abandoned corner shops and bars, the rusting petrol 
pumps, rotting boats and disused oil drums seem harmless enough, but upon closer inspection they assume a dark humour. Doherty’s 
images, coupled with the wry wit of their titles, point towards the human stories that exist behind the facades of places and things 
inhabited and used countless times over the years. Rendered in an incredibly skilled acrylic photo-realism, his paintings make the 
different country of the past seem both tangible and real. He has exhibited regularly in the Royal Hibernian Academy’s Annual 
Exhibition and his work is represented in private collections in Ireland, Australia, America and Europe, and included in the public 
collections of the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Institute of Modern Art, Chicago; the Irish National Stud, AIB Dublin 
and London; and Artbank, Sydney. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-77-john-doherty-b1949/36825/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=76
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-77-john-doherty-b1949/36825/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=76
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78
Robert Motherwell American (1915-1991)
st. micheL iii (1979)
signed & numbered 76/99 lower right
original screenprint & lithograph,numbered 76 of 99
107 x 81cm (42 x 32in)
Provenance: Waddington Galleries, London (label verso)
Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

79
Sean Scully (b.1945)
enter 6 (1998)
signed lower right & dated ‘98
etching & aquatint edition no 37/40
75 x 57cm (29 x 22in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€4,500-5,500 (£3,515-4,296)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-78-robert-motherwell-1915-1991-american/36826/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=77
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-78-robert-motherwell-1915-1991-american/36826/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=77
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-79-sean-scully-b1945/36827/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=78
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-79-sean-scully-b1945/36827/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=78
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80
Sean Scully (b.1945)

3.17.02 (2002)
signed, titled & dated ‘02

watercolour
51 x 57cm (20 x 22in)

Provenance: Sotheby’s, London, 27th June 2012 Lot 337
Private Collection

€30,000-40,000 (£23,437-31,250)

Scully was born in Dublin in 1945 and raised in South London. He studied at Croydon College of Art and Newcastle University. He 
was a recipient of a graduate fellowship at Harvard in the early 1970s and subsequently settled in New York. His work is represented 
in the permanent collections of many major museums and public galleries around the world and for many years Scully’s works have 
achieved some of the highest prices paid for a living artist and he is undoubtedly the most successful Irish born living artist. Scully’s 
paintings are often made up of a number of panels and are abstract. His paintings typically involve architectural constructions of 
abutting walls and panels of painted stripes. In recent years he has augmented his trademark stripes by also deploying a mode of 
compositional patterning more reminiscent of a checkerboard. He has stated that this style represents the way in which Ireland has 
moved towards a more chequered society and he relates this to growing up in Ireland where everything was chequered, even the 
fields and the people.

78
Robert Motherwell American (1915-1991)
st. micheL iii (1979)
signed & numbered 76/99 lower right
original screenprint & lithograph,numbered 76 of 99
107 x 81cm (42 x 32in)
Provenance: Waddington Galleries, London (label verso)
Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

79
Sean Scully (b.1945)
enter 6 (1998)
signed lower right & dated ‘98
etching & aquatint edition no 37/40
75 x 57cm (29 x 22in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€4,500-5,500 (£3,515-4,296)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-80-sean-scully-b1945/36828/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=79
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-80-sean-scully-b1945/36828/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=79
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81
Larry Rivers (1923-2002)
homage to Picasso (1974)
signed, stamped & numbered lower right
limited edition lithograph, numbered 64 of 90
56 x 77cm (22 x 30in)
Provenance: Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin 
(label veso)
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

82
Makiko Nakamura (b.1951)
a fairY taLe (2006)
signed, titled & dated ‘06 on reverse
oil on canvas
60 x 60cm (23 x 23in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,750-2,500 (£1,367-1,953)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-81-larry-rivers-1923-2002/36829/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=80
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-81-larry-rivers-1923-2002/36829/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=80
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-82-makiko-nakamura-20th21st-century/36830/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=81
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-82-makiko-nakamura-20th21st-century/36830/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=81
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83
John Shinnors (b.1950)

two kites
signed lower right

oil on canvas
25.5 x 21.5cm (10 x 8in)

Provenance: Purchased at Aer Rianta 24th February 1994
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-83-john-shinnors-b1950/36831/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=82
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-83-john-shinnors-b1950/36831/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=82
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84
Paul Henry RHA (1876-1958)

a kerrY Lake
signed lower right

oil on board
36 x 41cm (14 x 16in)

Provenance: Combridge’s Fine Art Gallery (label verso)
Estate of Dr. Marguerite Sykes Nichols

Private Collection
Literature: S. B. Kennedy’s ongoing cataloguing of Paul Henry’s oeuvre, number 1288

€60,000-80,000 (£46,875-62,500)

From time to time Paul Henry painted reed filled lakes, but these are almost always situated 
around Glenbeigh in County Kerry, where he first went in late 1932 or early 1933 (see S. B. 
Kennedy, Paul Henry: with a catalogue of the Paintings, Drawings, Illustrations, Yale Uni-
versity Press, New Haven & London, 2007, Storm on a Connemara Lake, 1928-35, (number 
706); West of Ireland Lake and Mountain Landscape, 1930-4 (753); Western Landscape, 1932-5 
(801) and Landscape, Connemara, 1932-5 (806)).

The visit to Kerry marked a watershed in Henry’s life, for throughout the previous decade his 
domestic affairs had deteriorated to culminate in the break up of his marriage to his first wife, 
Grace. Thus, when he visited Co. Kerry his mood was lighter and this is reflected in his palette 
both in terms of tone and colour. Henry was enchanted with Kerry, writing that the landscape 
delighted him. ‘Wherever one turns there is material for dozens of pictures’, he told James 
Healy, a friend in New York.  He made a number of drawings for paintings, many of which were 
later exhibited at Combridge’s Gallery, Dublin, in his exhibition of Recent Paintings of Kerry 
and Connemara, when the Irish Press (7 May 1935) perceptively noted the ‘paler key’ in his 
work, which mirrored his more settled mood. The artist’s new-found lightness of palette is well 
reflected in A Kerry Lake.

This is one of Henry’s finest late paintings. It is almost certainly a scene in Co. Kerry, the sky 
setting the mood for the whole scene. The composition is deceptively simple in concept and ex-
ecution: the cumulous clouds as yet are not ominous and the mountains, in typical Henry style, 
halt the eye’s recession to draw attention to the middle-distance, with its softer terrain. The strip 
of dark blue paint beneath helps to divide the middle-distance from the foreground, as do the 
reflections in the water that melt into the reeds in the immediate foreground. Throughout, the 
handling of paint reflects Henry’s student days in fin de siècle Paris and his teacher Whistler’s 
advice to him-which he kept to all his life-to use paint economically, always deciding what he 
wanted to do in advance rather than trying to work things out on the canvas. The closely modu-
lated tones of blue, notably in the sky, mountains and foreground lake, also recall Whistler’s 
influence.

Dr. S.B. Kennedy, March 2016

Auctioneer’s Note:

Dr. Marguerite Sykes Nichols was a prominent oncologist living in New York City. At the time 
of purchase in the 1960’s, she and her husband, industrialist Charles Nichols, had a house in 
Ireland. They visited Ireland regularly for many years. She was also a big patron of the arts in 
Vermont. She died at age 99 in 2012.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-84-paul-henry-rha-1876-1958/36832/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=83
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-84-paul-henry-rha-1876-1958/36832/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=83
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84
Paul Henry RHA (1876-1958)

a kerrY Lake
signed lower right

oil on board
36 x 41cm (14 x 16in)

Provenance: Combridge’s Fine Art Gallery (label verso)
Estate of Dr. Marguerite Sykes Nichols

Private Collection
Literature: S. B. Kennedy’s ongoing cataloguing of Paul Henry’s oeuvre, number 1288

€60,000-80,000 (£46,875-62,500)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-84-paul-henry-rha-1876-1958/36832/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=83
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-84-paul-henry-rha-1876-1958/36832/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=83
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85
Cecil Maguire RHA RUA (b.1930)
miLking time, connemara (1973)
signed lower right & dated ‘73, titled on 
reverse
oil on board
43.5 x 33.25cm (17 x 13in)
Provenance: Kenny’s Art Auctions, Galway, 
6th November 2006 Lot 194
Private Collection
€3,000-4,000 (£2,343-3,125)

86
Maurice MacGonigal 
PPRHA (1900-1979)
fish seLLers, cLifton, 
connemara
signed lower right
oil on board
18 x 34cm (7 x 13in)
Provenance: Dawson Gallery, Dublin (label 
verso)
Gorry Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Leinster Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Whytes, Dublin, 21st September 2004 Lot 59
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-85-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36833/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=84
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-85-cecil-maguire-rha-rua-b1930/36833/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=84
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-86-maurice-macgonigal-pprha-1900-1979/36834/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=85
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-86-maurice-macgonigal-pprha-1900-1979/36834/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=85
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-86-maurice-macgonigal-pprha-1900-1979/36834/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=85
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87
Leo Whelan RHA (1892-1956)

Portrait of DesmonD eDmunD conor mcgiLLYcuDDY (c.miD 1950’s)
signed lower left & inscribed Leo Whelan RHA / 65 Eccles St. on reverse

oil on canvas
Provenance: Family of the Sitter

Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

Leo Whelan was born in Dublin in 1892 and was educated at Belvedere College and the Metropolitan School of Art where he was a 
student of William Orpen. Whelan first exhibited at the Royal Hibernian Academy in 1911, and was awarded the Taylor Art Scholar-
ship five years later in 1916. He exhibited nearly 250 works at the RHA from 1911 until 1956. He painted many portraits of Irish 
Republican Army volunteers, including General Richard Mulcahy and Michael Collins. He was the designer of the first Free State 
commemorative stamp, issued in 1929 for the Centenary of Catholic Emancipation.
Whelan painted portraits of Dermod McGillycuddy Esq. and Mrs Dermod McGillycuddy and these were exhibited at the RHA in 
Dublin, in 1939, numbers 205 and 210 respectively. In 1938 Patricia Kennedy and Dermot McGillycuddy (son of Senator Lieutenant 
Colonel The McGillycuddy of the Reeks), were married and their wedding ceremony is recorded in print and film as a High Society 
event in Dublin that year. The present work depicts their son who was born in 1949 at Bishopscourt, Kill, Co. Kildare. He is shown 
here with his Kerry Bog Pony, Jack Russell terrier and holding a hunting horn.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-87-leo-whelan-rha-1892-1956/36835/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=86
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89
Stephen McKenna 
PPRHA (b.1939)
circus
initialled lower centre & titled on reverse
gouache
33.5 x 23.5cm (13 x 9in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

88
Ian Humphreys 
(b.1956) British
the wave (2004)
signed lower left, signed, titled & dated on reverse
oil on canvas
62 x 67cm (24 x 26in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-88-ian-humphreys-20th21st-century/36836/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=87
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-88-ian-humphreys-20th21st-century/36836/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=87
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-88-ian-humphreys-20th21st-century/36836/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=87
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-89-stephen-mckenna-pprha-b1939/36837/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=88
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-89-stephen-mckenna-pprha-b1939/36837/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=88
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90
Michael Flatley (b.1958) American

coLoraDo sPrings
monogrammed lower right & titled on reverse

acrylic on marley
99.25 x 99.25cm (39 x 39in)

Provenance: Castlehyde Private Collection
Private Collection

€30,000-50,000 (£23,437-39,062)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-90-michael-flatley-b1958/36838/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=89
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-90-michael-flatley-b1958/36838/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=89
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91
Jack Butler Yeats 
RHA (1871-1957)
rattLe
signed with initials lower right
pen & ink
12.5 x 10.25cm (5 x 4in)
Provenance: Private Collection
Literature: Illustration from the Play ‘Rattle’ written by Yeats 
and published in a book by Jonathan Cape, London 1933
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

92
Jack Butler Yeats 
RHA (1871-1957)
Lace antimacassars
signed with initials lower right
pen & ink
12.5 x 10.25cm (5 x 4in)
Provenance: Private Collection
Literature: Illustration from the Play ‘Apparitions’ written by 
Yeats and published in a book by Jonathan Cape, London 1933
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-91-jack-butler-yeats-rha-1871-1957/36839/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=90
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-91-jack-butler-yeats-rha-1871-1957/36839/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=90
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-92-jack-butler-yeats-rha-1871-1957/36840/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=91
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-92-jack-butler-yeats-rha-1871-1957/36840/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=91
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-92-jack-butler-yeats-rha-1871-1957/36840/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=91
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93
Louis Le Brocquy 

HRHA (1916-2012)
tuam (1945)

signed lower left & dated ‘45
watercolour

11.5 x 17.5cm (4 x 7in)
Provenance: Hillsboro Fine Art, 

Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

94
Basil Blackshaw 

HRHA RUA (b.1932)
trees in the autumn 

sunLight
signed lower left

oil on paper
14 x 18cm (5 x 7in)

Provenance: Acquired 
directly from the artist

Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-93-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36841/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=92
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-93-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36841/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=92
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-93-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36841/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=92
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-94-basil-blackshaw-hrha-rua-b1932/36842/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=93
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-94-basil-blackshaw-hrha-rua-b1932/36842/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=93
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-94-basil-blackshaw-hrha-rua-b1932/36842/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=93
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95
Peter Collis RHA (1929-2012)
wickLow hiLLs
signed lower right
oil on canvas
66.25 x 76.25cm (26 x 30in)
Provenance: Oriel Gallery, Dublin 
(label verso)
Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

96
James Humbert Craig 
RHA RUA (1878-1944)
earLY summer, 
siLversPrings, co. antrim
signed lower left & titled on reverse
oil on board
38.25 x 51cm (15 x 20in)
Provenance: Castle Gallery, Lisburn
Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-95-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36843/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=94
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-95-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36843/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=94
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-96-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36844/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=95
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-96-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36844/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=95
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-96-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36844/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=95
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-96-james-humbert-craig-rha-rua-1878-1944/36844/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=95
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97
Paul Henry RHA (1876-1958)

man crossing the Bog (1910-1919)
signed lower left
charcoal on paper

37 x 44.5cm (14 x 17in)
Provenance: Possibly Arthur Power, Dublin, acquired from the artist

James Adams, Dublin, 1st June 1989 Lot 100 as “Old Man on a Bogland Path”
Sotheby’s London, 11th May 2006 Lot 47

Garrett O’Connor, Dublin 11th September 2006, Lot 97
Private Collection

Exhibited: Possibly, Dublin and Belfast, 1957 Exhibition, no.87, lent by Arthur Power
Literature: Paul Henry: Paintings Drawings Illustrations by S.B.Kennedy published by Yale University Press, 

New Haven & London, 2007, no.193 illustrated on page 136
€15,000-20,000 (£11,718-15,625)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-97-paul-henry-rha-1876-1958/36845/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=96
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-97-paul-henry-rha-1876-1958/36845/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=96
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98
Brian Ballard RUA (b.1943)
girL in mirror
signed lower left & dated 2000
oil on canvas
61 x 46cm (24 x 18in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

99
James S. Brohan (b.1952)
coLLies
signed lower left
oil on canvas
45.75 x 61cm (18 x 24in)
Provenance: Oisin Gallery, Dublin
Private Collection
€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-98-brian-ballard-rua-b1943/36846/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=97
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-98-brian-ballard-rua-b1943/36846/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=97
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-99-james-s-brohan-b1952/36847/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=98
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100
Graham Knuttel (b.1954)

cat niP
signed lower left

oil on canvas
61 x 92cm (24 x 36in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from 
the artist

Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

101
Arthur K. Maderson (b.1942)

the BriDge - st. Jean De garD
signed lower right

oil, pastel & gouache
105 x 105cm (41 x 41in)

Provenance: Treasures Irish Art, 
Athlone (label verso)

Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-100-graham-knuttel-b1954/36848/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=99
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-100-graham-knuttel-b1954/36848/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=99
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-101-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36849/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=100
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102
John Behan RHA (b.1938)

atLantic famine shiP (2014)
signed

unique bronze
84 x 102 x 28cm (33 x 40 x 11in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€15,000-25,000 (£11,718-19,531)

John Behan has explored many themes of ancient mythology, literature and legend. Each theme is moved to a depth of exploration, 
the imbued meaning in the works derive from his own in-depth knowledge of his subject, which is translated into the shape and form 
of his bronze work. John Behan is renowned for his many themed works, his great Bulls or Famine Ships, ‘Paiste’ and ‘Family’ are 
other universal themes explored by Behan. In their simplicity of depiction they are created with an energy; great metaphors of life’s 
journey. John Behan first created The Famine Ship to stand at the base of Croagh Patrick, Co Mayo. Fierce in impact, the hull of the 
boat is birthed at land, the mast laden with the skeleton bodies of lost emigrants. In large or smaller scale The Famine Ship series 
carries an indescribable depth of history, poignant loss and struggle for life. Commissioned by the Irish government to commemo-
rate the contribution of Irish emigrants worldwide, a 26-by-24-foot bronze themed piece on The Famine Ship entitled “Arrival” now 
stands in the plaza in front of the United Nations headquarters in New York.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-102-john-behan-rha-b1938/36850/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=101
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-102-john-behan-rha-b1938/36850/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=101
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104
John Behan RHA (b.1938)
oar Boat
signed
bronze - from an edition of 9
37 x 26 x 13cm (14 x 10 x 5in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

103
John Behan RHA (b.1938)

BirDs in fLight
signed

unique bronze on polished granite base
76.25 x 48.25 x 23cm (30 x 19 x 9in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-103-john-behan-rha-b1938/36851/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=102
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-103-john-behan-rha-b1938/36851/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=102
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-104-john-behan-rha-b1938/36852/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=103
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-104-john-behan-rha-b1938/36852/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=103
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105
Rory Breslin (b.1963)
michaeL coLLins (2016)

signed, numbered 2/3 & dated 2016
bronze on polished granite base -
 number 2 from an edition of 3

74 x 65 x 45cm (29 x 25 x 18in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collection
€6,000-10,000 (£4,687-7,812)

Michael Collins bust is based on the interpretation of two images of him (photograph’s illustrated). The first is believed to have been 
taken not long before the Treaty negotiations where his countenance is determined, his gaze fixed and his hair near tousled. The 
second from a Pathé news reel possibly taken in Richmond Barracks in full uniform.By combining elements of the images; the aura 
of resolve and tenacity, the uniform and subtly adjusting some aspects of the presentation....bowing the head slightly in thought, 
unbuttoning the uniform, the bronze depicts a Collins resolute yet perhaps reflective. Deep in thought, he emanates the presence of 
a man with many things to contemplate and difficult decisions to make.

Rory Breslin, March 2016

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-105-rory-breslin-b1963/36853/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=104
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-105-rory-breslin-b1963/36853/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=104
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106
1916 Irish Proclamation

originaL cast of the authentic Print of the 
irish ProcLamation (which incLuDes originaL 

tYPe setting errors) (2016)
produced by Cast Foundry, Dublin

bronze - number 1 from an edition of 3
70 x 45 (27 x 18)

Provenance: Acquired directly from Cast Ltd
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

107
Jarlath Daly (b.1956)
the tree of Life
signed
unique bronze
195.75 x 114.5 x 30.5cm (76 x 44 x 12in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-107-jarlath-daly-b1956/36855/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=106
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-107-jarlath-daly-b1956/36855/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=106
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-106-1916-irish-proclamation/36854/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=105
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108
Sandra Bell (b.1954)
mother anD chiLD
signed & numbered 3/8
bronze - number 3 from an edition of 8
52 x 15 x 15cm (20 x 6 x 6in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,750-2,500 (£1,367-1,953)

109
Yves Pires (b.1958) French

Petite eLoDie (2006)
signed, numbered, foundry stamp ‘Paumelle’ & dated ‘06

bronze - number 5 from an edition of 8
38 x 49 x 26cm (15 x 19 x 10in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-108-sandra-bell-b1954/36856/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=107
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-108-sandra-bell-b1954/36856/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=107
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-109-yves-pires-b1958-french/36857/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=108
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-109-yves-pires-b1958-french/36857/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=108
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110
Frederick Edward McWilliams 

RA (1909-1992)
oLga DavenPort (1959)

signed ‘MCW’ & numbered 1/3
bronze on polished marble base, number 1 from an edition of 3

46 x 28 x 28cm (18 x 11 x 11in)
Provenance: Christie’s, London 25th March 2009 Lot 17

Private Collection
Literature: McWilliams by Roland Pemrose, London 1964: 

Plate no.142 (Illustrated)
€9,000-12,000 (£7,031-9,375)

111
JosÈ Maria David (1944-2015) French
Lion’s heaD (2010)
signed, numbered 4/8 & dated & bears foundry stamp “Landowski”
bronze - number 4 from an edition of 8
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-110-frederick-edward-mcwilliams-ra-1909-1992/36858/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=109
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-110-frederick-edward-mcwilliams-ra-1909-1992/36858/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=109
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-110-frederick-edward-mcwilliams-ra-1909-1992/36858/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=109
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-111-jos-maria-david-b1944-french/36859/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=110
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-111-jos-maria-david-b1944-french/36859/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=110
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112
Anna Linnane (b.1965)
gannet
signed
bronze - artist’s copy
44.5 x 18 x 19cm (17 x 7 x 7in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

113
Colm J. Brennan (b.1943)

moY saLmon
signed & numbered 4/8

silver plated bronze - number 4 from an edition of 8
19.5 x 55.5 x 19cm (7 x 21 x 7in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€4,500-6,000 (£3,515-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-112-anna-linnane-b1965/36860/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=111
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-113-colm-j-brennan-b1943/36861/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=112
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-113-colm-j-brennan-b1943/36861/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=112
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115
Sandra Bell (b.1954)

eLLen eDition (2008) (eLLen mcarthur series)
signed, numbered 1/8 & dated 2008

bronze - number 1 from an edition of 8
14 x 37 x 8cm (5 x 14 x 3in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€1,000-1,400 (£781-1,093)

Ellen McArthur was the first woman to circumnavigate the world solo, and she did it in only 94 days.

114
Leo Higgins (b.1951)

winter tree (2016)
signed, numbered & dated ‘16

bronze - number 1 from an edition of 3
46 x 25 x 25cm (18 x 10 x 10in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

Leo Higgins has produced a series of work based on the theme of ‘Winter 
Tree’. A large version of which was installed in Grafton Street for a period of 
six months in 2007. The Grafton Street sculpture installation was composed 
of five white patinated bronze trees on black granite, each three metres high, 
installed by Dublin City Council and The Solomon Gallery. Inspiration for 
the series derived from a early morning journey to Leitrim Sculpture Centre, 
Leo Higgins describes it as “one of those bleak, frosty mornings unique to 
rural Ireland” Waiting at 6 am, he was struck by the bleak beauty of a bare 
tree frosted white in the cold morning. In the following weeks he produced 
his first sculpture in the series of Winter Tree for exhibition at the Royal Hi-
bernian Academy in 2005.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-114-leo-higgins-b1951/36862/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=113
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-114-leo-higgins-b1951/36862/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=113
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-115-sandra-bell-b1954/36863/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=114
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-115-sandra-bell-b1954/36863/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=114
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116
Helen Walsh (b.1967)
vintage Dress
signed
unique copper
125 x 60 x 60cm (49 x 23 x 23in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

117
Selma McCormack (b.1943)

mother & chiLD
signed & numbered

bronze - number 4 from an edition of 5
49 x 22.5 x 22.5cm (19 x 9 x 9in)

Provenance: Eakin Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-116-helen-walsh-b1967/36864/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=115
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-116-helen-walsh-b1967/36864/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=115
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-117-selma-mccormick-20th21st-century/36865/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=116
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-117-selma-mccormick-20th21st-century/36865/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=116
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119
Anna Linnane (b.1965)
horse
signed & numbered
bronze - number 3 from an edition of 9
32.5 x 34 x 22cm (12 x 13 x 9in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

118
John Behan RHA (b.1938)

the stoLen chiLD
signed

unique bronze
45 x 19 x 9cm (18 x 7 x 4in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

Based on an image from the poem The Stolen Child by W.B.Yeats

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-118-john-behan-rha-b1938/36866/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=117
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-118-john-behan-rha-b1938/36866/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=117
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-119-anna-linnane-b1965/36867/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=118
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120
Eamonn Higgins (b.1981)
rage
signed
unique - copper plated hot forged steel
28 x 60 x 19cm (11 x 23 x 7in)
Provenance: Chimera Art Gallery, Mullingar
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

121
Philip Blacker (b.1949) British
rearing staLLion
signed & numbered 2/9
bronze - number 2 from an edition of 9
50 x 50 x 30cm (20 x 20 x 12in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-120-eamonn-higgins-b1981/36868/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=119
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-121-philip-blacker-b1949-british/36869/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=120
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-121-philip-blacker-b1949-british/36869/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=120
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122
Markey Robinson (1918-1999)

BaLLerinas
signed lower right

oil on board
49 x 38.25cm (19 x 15in)

Provenance: Apollo Gallery, Dublin (stamped verso)
Private Collection

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

Markey Robinson was born in Belfast in 1918. He was the son of a house painter and spent time as a boxer and as a merchant sailor. 
He trained at the Belfast College of Art and was a prolific Irish artist with a distinctive naive expressionist style. His first exhibitions 
were in Belfast during World War II.  His main passion was painting, but he also produced sculptures, and designed some stained 
glass panels. His paintings cover a wide range of subjects, but there are certain recurring features. As an artist, Markey Robinson 
produced artworks with similar elements to those of Matisse, Derain and Picasso (especially his clown and figure studies). His work 
has also been influenced by the Incas and the Aztecs, as evidenced by his authentic style of bold brush paintwork.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-122-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36870/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=121
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123
Majella O’Neill Collins 
(b.1964)
sherkin seas
signed & dated 2015 on reverse
oil on canvas
81.5 x 102cm (32 x 40in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

124
Mainie Jellet (1897-1944)

aBstract
pencil drawing

26 x 20cm (10 x 8in)
Provenance: Collection of Dr. Eileen MacCarvill

Private Collection
€400-600 (£312-468)

125
Mainie Jellet (1897-1944)

aBstract
pencil drawing

26.5 x 20cm (10 x 8in)
Provenance: Collection of Dr. Eileen MacCarvill

Private Collection
€400-600 (£312-468)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-123-majella-oneill-collins-20th21st-century/36871/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=122
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-123-majella-oneill-collins-20th21st-century/36871/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=122
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-124-mainie-jellet-1897-1944/36872/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=123
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-125-mainie-jellet-1897-1944/36873/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=124
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123
Majella O’Neill Collins 
(b.1964)
sherkin seas
signed & dated 2015 on reverse
oil on canvas
81.5 x 102cm (32 x 40in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

126
Hughie O’Donoghue RA (b.1953)

monument in ronen (2003)
signed, titled & dated 2003 on reverse

oil & mixed media
29 x 51cm (11 x 20in)

Provenance: Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

Hughie O’Donoghue was born in Manchester, England in 1953. He spent many of his early summers in Bangor Erris, north-west 
Mayo, from where his mother had reluctantly emigrated in 1937. O’Donoghue became a dedicated student of art, studying drawing 
and painting at Goldsmiths’ College, University of London, and since then has been exhibiting his work in a variety of international 
solo and group exhibitions, gradually evolving a style of art all of his own. His painterly skills, together with his research into his 
subjects, has enabled him to produce a highly acclaimed body of work, several prestigious awards (including an honorary doctorate 
from University College Cork) and a distinguished reputation, not least for his masterful expression of human suffering. He has 
exhibited widely in the UK, Spain, Italy, Germany, France, Holland, Australia, and the USA. O’Donoghue was elected as a member 
of the Royal Academy in 2009.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-126-hughie-odonoghue-b1953/36874/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=125
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-126-hughie-odonoghue-b1953/36874/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=125
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127
Martin Finnin (b.1968)
miracLe outsiDe the 
winDow (2004)
signed lower left & dated ‘04, 
signed, titled & dated on reverse
oil on canvas
100 x 120cm (39 x 47in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

128
Tom Climent (b.1970)
PaviLLion
signed on reverse
oil & acrylic on canvas
92 x 92cm (36 x 36in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-127-martin-finnin-b1968/36875/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=126
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-127-martin-finnin-b1968/36875/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=126
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-127-martin-finnin-b1968/36875/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=126
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-128-tom-climent-b1970/36876/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=127
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129
Neil Shawcross RHA RUA (b.1940)

stiLL Life - fruit, Jugs anD BottLes (2007)
signed & dated 2007

oil on board
122 x 183.5cm (48 x 72in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

Neil Shawcross was born in Lancashire in 1940. He has been resident in Northern Ireland since 1962. Shawcross paints the figure 
and still life, taking a self-consciously childlike approach to composition and colour. He sources his still-life subjects from his sur-
roundings, his home, local coffee shops and advertising. When representing a subject as simple as a cup and saucer or a bowl of fruit, 
Shawcross translates the mundane domesticity of this object into a painterly statement invested with character. Objects are demar-
cated by thick outlines in black or bold colour and the work is characterised by a remarkable control of medium. A noted colourist 
and technical innovator, his still-lifes exude vitality and demonstrate a freshness of approach to this much loved theme which he has 
subjected to intense scrutiny over the years.
He has exhibited nationally.  He was elected an Associate of the Royal Ulster Academy of Art in 1975, and was made a full Academi-
cian in 1977. He won the Academy’s Conor Award in 1975, its Gold Medal in 1978, 1982, 1987, 1994, 1997 and 2001, and the James 
Adam Prize in 1998.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-129-neil-shawcross-rha-rua-b1940/36877/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=128
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131
Jimmy Lawlor (b.1967)
the cLoset garDener
signed lower right
oil on board
60 x 60cm (23 x 23in)
Provenance: Killarney Art Gallery 
(label verso)
Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

130
Kenneth Webb 
RWA FRSA RUA (b.1927)
Pot of goLD
signed lower right
oil on canvas
35.70 x 46cm (14 x 18in)
Provenance: Blue Door Studio (label verso)
Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-130-kenneth-webb-rwa-frsa-rua-b1927/36878/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=129
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-130-kenneth-webb-rwa-frsa-rua-b1927/36878/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=129
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-130-kenneth-webb-rwa-frsa-rua-b1927/36878/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=129
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-131-jimmy-lawlor-b1967/36879/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=130
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-131-jimmy-lawlor-b1967/36879/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=130
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132
Markey Robinson (1918-1999)

going to mass
signed lower right

oil on board
39 x 90cm (15 x 35in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€10,000-15,000 (£7,812-11,718)

This painting “Going to Mass’ was made in the early seventies and here Markey uses a horizontal shape giving us an expansive view 
and leads our eye right out of the confines of the panel and engaging us to view this work in full. Markey as always is economical 
with his colours but still conveys the women and children in their Sunday best going to Mass, the grey cold church on the left and 
the group of cottages on the right sitting on the edge of the Atlantic with a couple of Galway hookers tied up. The grey brooding sky 
with some brightness coming through the clouds suggesting hope and and brighter days. The figure in red on the left echoing these 
hopes and aspirations. 
This painting is typical of Markeys oeuvre and shows the social aspect of attending mass where one had the opportunity to meet and 
gossip with their neighbours and catch up on the local news in the village and news of  loved ones living abroad. The social was as 
important as the religious ceremony they were attending. This picture is a fine example showing all the elements of Markey at his 
best in a landscape. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-132-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36880/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=131
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-132-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36880/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=131
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133
Kitty Wilmer O’Brien RHA (1910-1982)

connemara
signed lower right

gouache & watercolour on board
25 x 64cm (10 x 25in)

Provenance: Dawson Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

134
Ivan Sutton (b.1944)

gaLwaY hookers BertheD  at sruthan Pier, carraroe,  co. gaLwaY
signed lower right, signed & titled on reverse

oil on board
51 x 76.25cm (20 x 30in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€1,200-1,500 (£937-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-133-kitty-wilmer-obrien-rha-1910-1982/36881/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=132
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-134-ivan-sutton-b1944/36882/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=133
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-134-ivan-sutton-b1944/36882/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=133
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135
Ken Howard RA RWS ROI NEAC (b.1932) British

interior st. cLements haLL
signed lower left

oil on canvas
61 x 51cm (24 x 20in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€3,500-4,500 (£2,734-3,515)

136
Ken Howard RA RWS ROI NEAC (b.1932) British

femaLe moDeL in st. cLements haLL
signed lower right

oil on canvas
61 x 51cm (24 x 20in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€3,500-4,500 (£2,734-3,515)

Ken Howard was born in London in 1932. He studied at the Hornsey College of Art and the Royal 
College of Art. In 1958 he won a British Council Scholarship to Florence. He was elected to the 
Royal Academy (RA) in 1991 and in 1998 became President of the New English Art Club, a post he 
held until 2003.

Howard paints in a traditional style, based on strong observation and a high degree of draughtsman-
ship combined with tonal precision. The depiction of light is a strong and recurrent element of his 
work. He has said: “I was brought up in London surrounded by railway yards and factories. This has 
very much influenced the use of horizontal and vertical structures and lines in my work. I am not a 
landscape painter, but rather a vertical horizontal and linear painter, which is why I have a passion for 
the lines that occur within my studios, and include them in my paintings”.

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-135-ken-howard-ra-rws-roi-neac-b1932-british/36883/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=134
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-135-ken-howard-ra-rws-roi-neac-b1932-british/36883/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=134
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-136-ken-howard-ra-rws-roi-neac-b1932-british/36884/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=135
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-136-ken-howard-ra-rws-roi-neac-b1932-british/36884/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=135
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138
Paddy Lennon (b.1955)
the greY (2005)
monogrammed lower right & dated ‘05
charcoal
105 x 78cm (41 x 30in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

137
Ken Howard RA RWS ROI NEAC (b.1932) British
canaL in venice
signed lower right
oil on canvas
61 x 20.5cm (24 x 8in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-137-ken-howard-ra-rws-roi-neac-b1932-british/36885/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=136
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-137-ken-howard-ra-rws-roi-neac-b1932-british/36885/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=136
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-138-paddy-lennon-b1955/36886/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=137
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-138-paddy-lennon-b1955/36886/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=137
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139
Liam O’Neill (b.1954)
tine an gheimhriDh 

(winter fire)
signed lower right

oil on canvas
76.5 x 102cm (30 x 40in)

Provenance: Greenlane Gallery, 
Dingle, Co. Kerry
Private Collection

€10,000-15,000 (£7,812-11,718)

140
Kenneth Webb 

RWA FRSA RUA (b.1927)
sweetPea

signed lower right
oil on canvas

25.5 x 36cm (10 x 14in)
Provenance: Glaswell & Patterson, 

London (label verso)
Private Collection

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-139-liam-oneill-b1954/36887/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=138
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-139-liam-oneill-b1954/36887/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=138
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-139-liam-oneill-b1954/36887/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=138
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-140-kenneth-webb-rwa-frsa-rua-b1927/36888/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=139
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-140-kenneth-webb-rwa-frsa-rua-b1927/36888/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=139
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142
Mabel Young (1889-1974)
Portrait of a LaDY
signed lower right
oil on canvas
51 x 41cm (20 x 16in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

141
Barbara Warren RHA (b.1925)
moonLight
oil on canvas
63 x 51cm (25 x 20in)
Provenance: Our Auction Rooms, 19th November 2007 Lot 124
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-141-barbara-warren-rha-b1925/36889/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=140
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-142-mabel-young-1889-1974/36890/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=141
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-142-mabel-young-1889-1974/36890/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=141
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143
Desmond Carrick RHA (1928-2012)

view towarDs the tweLve Pins, connemara
signed lower right

oil on canvas board
61.5 x 82cm (24 x 32in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

Desmond was born in Dublin in 1928 and was educated at the National College of Art where he studied drawing under Sean Keating 
and Maurice MacGonigal. He was elected a full member of the Royal Hibernian Academy of Arts in Ireland in 1968 and served as 
RHA Secretary between 1968 and 1982. Although specialising as an artist in oils and watercolour, he has worked in various media 
including lithography and stained glass. He is well known for his impressionist style of painting, depicting Irish and Spanish country 
scenes. During his 81 years he has exhibited in a great many one-man, and group exhibitions, and his work is represented in private 
collections in the USA, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.

141
Barbara Warren RHA (b.1925)
moonLight
oil on canvas
63 x 51cm (25 x 20in)
Provenance: Our Auction Rooms, 19th November 2007 Lot 124
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-143-desmond-carrick-rha-1928-2012/36891/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=142
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-143-desmond-carrick-rha-1928-2012/36891/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=142
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144
Charles Henry Cook (c.1830-c.1906)

the traveLLer at rest
signed lower left C.H. Cook

oil on canvas
61 x 41cm (24 x 16in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

Within the field of Irish genre painting, such comparatively large portraits of working people are unusual. 
However, the majority of the surviving work of this artist to have come to light in the past few years, 
demonstrates this artist’s particular interest in such rural figures. The work of Charles Henry Cook has 
only relatively recently begun to be properly appreciated, as his work has been rediscovered, restored and 
displayed. He was born in the west Cork town of Bandon and seems often to have worked around county 
Cork, before he moved to England and sent a picture to the Dublin’s Royal Hibernian Academy from Bath. 
This slightly rounded style of figure painting is characteristic of his other surviving social realist work. In 
common with other genre painters portraying Irish life during the second half of the nineteenth century 
(for example James Brenan & subsequently Howard Helmick), authenticity of detail was often combined 
with a narrative message.

The seated man here is clearly from a rural background, he is well fed and clothed in what would have 
been considered a fashionable style for his class. The corduroy knee breeches buttoned loosely below the 
knee and his double breasted cut-away coat, although slightly ragged, yet clearly repaired and patched, 
were respectable, as was his upturned collar and red cravat. Many rural people were poorly dressed in the 
nineteenth century. Although those that could wore clothes they made themselves (‘home-spuns’ and hand 
knitted stockings such as shown here) there was a huge trade in second hand clothes. A story by William 
Carleton from the 1830’s shows how working people lacked clothes. He describes how each week patches 
were sewn on to protect the sleeves from wear, and then removed temporarily the night before Mass. For 
many, shoes were a luxury, reserved for men working on the land or with stock, but whose womenfolk 
and children went barefoot. Here, Cook’s subject gazes directly at the viewer, with a benevolent look. 
He seems to be waiting by the roadside as he smokes his clay pipe and takes his ease on a journey, as 
suggested by his stick which might be used to carry his bundle of possessions tied up on the ground with 
red cloth. The use of red to highlight areas of the composition, as well as the whole style with the sitter 
portraying warmth and charm, are typical of Cook’s several other paintings of rural people.  

According to Strickland’s Dictionary (of 1913) Cook also painted landscapes and he wrote that The Free-
man’s Journal ‘expressed the opinion that he had great power and gave promise of a future’. Having lived 
in Sundays Well Avenue in Cork, with his widowed mother, he eventually moved to work in England by 
the 1870’s. However this is unmistakably one of his Irish subjects. The background to this roadside scene, 
with its suggestion of the sea and a peninsula and misty hillsides behind, seem likely to be coastal West 
Cork, where many of his other Irish scenes were set. 

This painting compares strongly stylistically to some of Cook’s others, in that it focuses on Irish rural life, 
like several that have sold through this gallery, for example a milkmaid, ‘Little Peggy’ (exhibited R.H.A. 
1864), ‘The Pig Market’ and most recently this year ‘Farmer’s Portrait’. His best known and most accom-
plished yet to have come to light, shows thirteen people in a pub interior ‘St Patrick’s Day’ (1867), and 
hangs in the collection of The National Library in Dublin. The latter was included in two major exhibitions 
of genre paintings, ‘Whipping the Herring’ (Crawford Gallery, Cork, 2006) and ‘Rural Ireland the Inside 
Story’ (Boston, 2012). Others titles that Cook exhibited during his lifetime in Dublin and Cork  included 
for example ‘The Invited Models’ and ‘High Life Below Stairs’, and have yet to be traced. 

Dr Claudia Kinmonth MA(RCA) is author of  Irish Country Furniture 1700-1950 (Yale University Press, 
1993) & Irish Rural Interiors in Art (Yale University Press, 2006).

Claudia Kinmonth, March 2016

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-144-charles-henry-cook-c1830-1906/36892/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=143
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-144-charles-henry-cook-c1830-1906/36892/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=143
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144
Charles Henry Cook (c.1830-c.1906)

the traveLLer at rest
signed lower left C.H. Cook

oil on canvas
61 x 41cm (24 x 16in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-144-charles-henry-cook-c1830-1906/36892/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=143
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-144-charles-henry-cook-c1830-1906/36892/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=143
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145
Markey Robinson (1918-1999)
watching the Boats
signed lower left
gouache
42.5 x 61cm (16 x 24in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

146
Daniel O’Neill (1920-1974)
saLmon LeaP, cLaDY river, 
BunBeg, co. DonegaL
signed lower right & bears original 
label with title on reverse
monotype in oil on paper
17.5 x 25.5cm (7 x 10in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-145-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36893/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=144
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-145-markey-robinson-1918-1999/36893/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=144
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-146-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36894/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=145
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-146-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36894/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=145
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-146-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36894/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=145
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146
Daniel O’Neill (1920-1974)
saLmon LeaP, cLaDY river, 
BunBeg, co. DonegaL
signed lower right & bears original 
label with title on reverse
monotype in oil on paper
17.5 x 25.5cm (7 x 10in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

147
Graham Knuttel (b.1954)

too manY cooks
signed lower right

oil on canvas
91.5 x 153cm (36 x 60in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

Graham Knuttel was born in Dublin in 1954. He studied art at Dun Laoghaire College of Art Design and Technology and was 
initially known for his sculptures and collaborated with Viscount Linley on a chess board, Knuttel making the figures.  This was a 
limited edition and is sold out.  He also designed pottery for Tipperary crystal but Knuttel is best known for his paintings. Having 
always had an interest in figurative work in the portrayal of the human condition Knuttel says” I was attracted to the life drawing 
room where I was determined to develop the skills as a figurative painter. I found myself to be an intuitive painter.  I had little pa-
tience for the intellectual processes and conclusions involved with abstract and conceptual art. For me, to paint what I saw or felt or 
imagined around me should be a simple affair, painted from the gut”
Knuttel’s bold use of colour and form and the narrative tensions which wind their way through all his work, makes him a true story 
teller. His works are instantly recognisable, making him one of Irelands most popular and collectable living artists of our time. Col-
lections: Colin Farrell, Sylvester Stallone, Robert De Niro, Eddie Jordan and Michael Stipe. 
Here in “Too Many Cooks” Graham shows his bold use of colour and form creating tension in the kitchen and the restaurant man-
ager calming the atmosphere. With just a few strokes Graham can tell it as it is displaying his genius at story telling and his gift in 
showing the different characters. 

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-147-graham-knuttel-b1954/36895/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=146
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-147-graham-knuttel-b1954/36895/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=146
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148
Frank William 
Warwick Topham 
(1838-1924) British
the viLLage genius (1884)
signed lower left & dated 1884
watercolour
54 x 76.5cm (21 x 30in)
Provenance: Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool (label 
verso)
Private Collection
Exhibited: Royal Institute of Watercolours, 
“Autumn Exhibition of Paintings”, Walker Gallery, 
Liverpool (label verso)
€3,000-4,000 (£2,343-3,125)

149
Gerard Dillon (1916-1971)
sitting BY the hearth
signed lower left
watercolour
24.5 x 23.5cm (9 x 9in)
Provenance: David Hendriks Gallery, Dublin 
(label verso)
Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-148-frank-william-warwick-topham-1838-1924-british/36896/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=147
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-148-frank-william-warwick-topham-1838-1924-british/36896/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=147
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-148-frank-william-warwick-topham-1838-1924-british/36896/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=147
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-148-frank-william-warwick-topham-1838-1924-british/36896/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=147
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-149-gerard-dillon-rha-rua-1916-1971/36897/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=148
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-149-gerard-dillon-rha-rua-1916-1971/36897/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=148
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150
Peter Collis RHA (1929-2012)

rounDwooD, enniskerrY, 
co wickLow

signed lower right
oil on canvas

56 x 76.25cm (22 x 30in)
Provenance: John Martin Gallery, London

Nicholas Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

151
Frank McKelvey 
RHA RUA (1895-1974)
near rosaPenna, 

co. DonegaL
signed lower left & titled on reverse

oil on canvas board
30.5 x 43.5cm (12 x 17in)

Provenance: Combridge Fine Art, 
Dublin (label verso)

Collection of Sir Basil Goulding
Private Collection

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-150-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36898/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=149
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-150-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36898/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=149
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-150-peter-collis-rha-1929-2012/36898/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=149
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-151-frank-mckelvey/36899/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=150
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-151-frank-mckelvey/36899/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=150
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-151-frank-mckelvey/36899/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=150
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-151-frank-mckelvey/36899/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=150
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153
Louis Le Brocquy 
HRHA (1916-2012)
chariots (1969)
signed lower right & dated 1969
limited edition lithograph signed 
& numbered 5/70
38.25 x 53.75cm (15 x 21in)
Provenance: Taylor Galleries, 
Dublin (label verso)
De Veres, Dublin, 6th March 2001
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

152
Louis Le Brocquy 
HRHA (1916-2012)
Pigs (1969)
signed lower right & dated 1969
limited edition lithograph signed
& numbered 5/70
38.25 x 53.75cm (15 x 21in)
Provenance: Taylor Galleries, 
Dublin (label verso)
De Veres, Dublin, 6th March 2001
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-152-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36900/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=151
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-152-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36900/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=151
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-152-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36900/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=151
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-153-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36901/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=152
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-153-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36901/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=152
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-153-louis-le-brocquy-hrha-1916-2012/36901/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=152
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154
John Shinnors (b.1950)

interior, workman’s cLuB, Limerick
signed lower left

oil on paper
32 x 40.5cm (12 x 16in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€5,000-7,000 (£3,906-5,468)

155
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Portrait of max JacoB (1953)
signed lower right

lithograph - edition number 70 for an edition of 75
50 x 32.5cm (20 x 12in)

Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection

€2,500-3,500 (£1,953-2,734)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-154-john-shinnors-b1950/36902/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=153
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-154-john-shinnors-b1950/36902/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=153
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-155-pablo-picasso-1881-1973-spanish/36903/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=154
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-155-pablo-picasso-1881-1973-spanish/36903/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=154
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157
Norman J. McCaig (1929-2001)
casheL Pier, connemara
signed lower right
oil on canvas board
46 x 61cm (18 x 24in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

156
John F. Kennedy 
(1917-1963) Amercian

keeP working Diane - anD we’LL win, John f. kenneDY (1960)
signed & dated 1960

a rare & unusual autograph note signed & dated 1960 by John F. Kennedy
9.5 x 6.70cm (4 x 3in)

Provenance: Bauman Rare Books, New York (label verso)
Private Collection

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-157-norman-j-mccaig-1929-2001/36905/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=156
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-157-norman-j-mccaig-1929-2001/36905/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=156
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-156-john-f-kennedy-1917-1963-amercian/36904/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=155
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158
Thomas Ryan PPRHA (b.1929)

Portraits of the 1916 rising LeaDers
each signed & titled lower right

set of 7 conté on paper
40 x 30.5cm (16 x 12in) each (framed individually)

Provenance: Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

Born in 1929 Thomas Ryan attended the Limerick School of Art, then the National College of Art in Dub-
lin, where he studied under Seán Keating and Maurice MacGonigal. In 1957 he first exhibited at the RHA 
and became an associate member in 1968. He has had many commissions for portraits and he is also well 
known for his sensitive still-life paintings and for his Irish historical scenes, especially those of the 1916 
Rising. This set of seven portraits of the Leaders of the 1916 Rising, James Connolly, Padraig Pearce, Sean 
MacDiarmada, Eamon Ceannt, Thomas Clarke, Thomas MacDonagh and Joseph Plunkett shows Ryan’s 
dispassionate eye and steady hand. 

James Connolly

Padraig PearCe

JosePh Plunkett thomas maCdonagh

thomas Clarke sean maCdiarmada eamon Ceannt

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-158-thomas-ryan-pprha-b1929/36906/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=157
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-158-thomas-ryan-pprha-b1929/36906/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=157
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159
Angi Allen (20th/21st Century)
stiLL Life - Big BLack frY Pan (2006)
signed with initials lower left, signed, titled & dated on reverse
oil on canvas
50 x 100cm (20 x 39in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

160
John Noel Smith (b.1952)
untitLeD fieLD Painting (2007)
signed, titled & dated ‘07 on reverse with artist’s archive no:0723
oil on canvas diptych
51 x 31cm (20 x 12in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-160-john-noel-smith-b1952/36908/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=159
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-160-john-noel-smith-b1952/36908/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=159
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-159-angi-allen-20th21st-century/36907/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=158
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161
John Kingerlee (b.1936)

griD (2008)
monogrammed, signed, titled and dated ‘08 on reverse

oil on board
18 x 27cm (7 x 11in)

Provenance: Sandford Gallery, Dublin (label verso)
Private Collection

€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

John Kingerlee was born in Birmingham, England in 1936. After living for twenty years in Cornwall, he moved in 1982 to an iso-
lated farmhouse on the Beara Peninsula in West Cork. He found this place of rocks, seas and majestic skies where nothing is static, to 
be a source of continuous spiritual invigoration. Kingerlee’s alternative outlook on life somehow seems to be in complete harmony 
both with the space he inhabits and with the art that flows from his palette knife and brush. He has turned his back on the traditional 
way of seeing and depicting landscape - as a series of parallel planes that are made to appear to recede from foreground to back-
ground by the artist’s manipulation of linear and aerial perspective. Recognising that perspective itself is a mathematical construct. 
Kingerlee takes a different approach that is as radical as it is original. He states that he wants his art to recreate the experience of 
being in and moving through the landscape.

160
John Noel Smith (b.1952)
untitLeD fieLD Painting (2007)
signed, titled & dated ‘07 on reverse with artist’s archive no:0723
oil on canvas diptych
51 x 31cm (20 x 12in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-161-john-kingerlee-b1936/36909/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=160
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-161-john-kingerlee-b1936/36909/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=160
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162
Mark O’Neill (b.1963)
stiLL Life - Jugs & BottLe (2002)
signed lower left & dated 2002
oil on board
33 x 22cm (13 x 9in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,200-1,600 (£937-1,250)

163
Frank Egginton RCA (1908-1990)
west of ireLanD LanDscaPe
signed lower right
watercolour
53 x 75.5cm (21 x 29in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

164
Yves Thos (b.1935) French

rousses coquines (2007) 
(reD heaDeD minxes)

signed lower right, signed & titled on reverse
oil on canvas

92 x 73cm (36 x 28in)
Provenance: Gallery Bartoux, Paris

Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-163-frank-egginton-rca-1908-1990/36911/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=162
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-163-frank-egginton-rca-1908-1990/36911/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=162
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-162-mark-oneill-b1963/36910/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=161
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164
Yves Thos (b.1935) French

rousses coquines (2007) 
(reD heaDeD minxes)

signed lower right, signed & titled on reverse
oil on canvas

92 x 73cm (36 x 28in)
Provenance: Gallery Bartoux, Paris

Private Collection
€4,000-6,000 (£3,125-4,687)

165
Mike Hamblin (b.1967) Amercian

52 Buick sPeciaL
signed lower right

oil on canvas
46 x 61cm (18 x 24in)

Provenance: Chimera Art Gallery, Mullingar
Private Collection

€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-164-yves-thos-20th21st-century-french/36912/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=163
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-164-yves-thos-20th21st-century-french/36912/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=163
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-164-yves-thos-20th21st-century-french/36912/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=163
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-165-mike-hamblin-b1967-amercian/36913/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=164
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-165-mike-hamblin-b1967-amercian/36913/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=164
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166
Frank Egginton 
RCA (1908-1990)
menDing the nets, 
Dunseverick, 
north antrim coast
signed lower right
watercolour
22 x 31cm (9 x 12in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

167
Frank McKelvey 
RHA RUA (1895-1974)
returning home (1924)
signed lower left & dated 1924
watercolour
25.5 x 35.75cm (10 x 14in)
Provenance: James Wray 
Gallery, Belfast
Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-166-frank-egginton-rca-1908-1990/36914/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=165
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-166-frank-egginton-rca-1908-1990/36914/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=165
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-166-frank-egginton-rca-1908-1990/36914/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=165
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-166-frank-egginton-rca-1908-1990/36914/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=165
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-167-frank-mckelvey/36915/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=166
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-167-frank-mckelvey/36915/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=166
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-167-frank-mckelvey/36915/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=166
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168
Vladimir Volegov (b.1957) Russian

coquetterie (vanitY)
signed lower right

oil on canvas
92 x 73cm (36 x 28in)

Provenance: Gallery Bartoux, Paris
Private Collection

€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

169
Gerard M. Burns (b.1961) Scottish

the Young hunter
signed lower right

oil on canvas
100 x 100cm (39 x 39in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-168-vladimir-volegov-20th21st-century-russian/36916/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=167
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-168-vladimir-volegov-20th21st-century-russian/36916/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=167
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-169-gerard-m-burns-b1961-scottish/36917/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=168
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-169-gerard-m-burns-b1961-scottish/36917/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=168
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171
Camille Pissarro (1830-1903) French
faneuses (1890)
artist’s name and title on reverse
etching (eau-forte originale)
19.5 x 13.25cm (7 x 5in)
Provenance: Whytes, Dublin 29th September 2014 Lot 179
Private Collection
€1,400-1,800 (£1,093-1,406)

170
Paul Klee (1879-1940) Swiss / German
Dame mit kinD unD hunD (woman with chiLD 
anD Dog)
signed lower right
etching signed & numbered 18/100
21 x 15.5cm (8 x 6in)
Provenance: Nicholas Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-170-paul-klee-1879-1940-swiss-german/36918/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=169
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-170-paul-klee-1879-1940-swiss-german/36918/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=169
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-170-paul-klee-1879-1940-swiss-german/36918/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=169
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-171-camille-pissarro-1830-1903-french/36919/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=170
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-171-camille-pissarro-1830-1903-french/36919/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=170
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172
Felim Egan (b.1952)

greY cross (1981)
signed & dated ‘81 on reverse

acrylic on canvas
80 x 80cm (31 x 31in)

Provenance: Oliver Dowling Gallery, Dublin 
(label verso)

Private Collection
Exhibited: Oliver Dowling Gallery: One man 

exhibition 22nd May - 12th June 1981, 
Catalogue no.3

€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

173
Aidan Bradley (b.1961)
georgian DuBLin (2009)

signed lower left & dated ‘09
oil on board

49 x 49cm (19 x 19in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collection
€600-800 (£468-625)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-172-felim-egan-b1952/36920/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=171
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-172-felim-egan-b1952/36920/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=171
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-173-aidan-bradley-20th21st-century/36921/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=172
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-173-aidan-bradley-20th21st-century/36921/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=172
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175
Simeon Stafford 
(b.1956) British
evening stroLL
signed lower left & titled on reverse 
with artist’s archive no.565
oil on canvas
81.5 x 81.5cm (32 x 32in)
Provenance: Acquired directly 
from the artist
Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

174
Simeon Stafford 
(b.1956) British
famiLY DaY
signed lower left
oil on canvas
76.5 x 101.75cm (30 x 39in)
Provenance: Acquired directly 
from the artist
Private Collection
€1,200-1,800 (£937-1,406)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-174-simeon-stafford-b1956/36922/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=173
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-174-simeon-stafford-b1956/36922/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=173
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-174-simeon-stafford-b1956/36922/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=173
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-175-simeon-stafford-b1956/36923/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=174
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-175-simeon-stafford-b1956/36923/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=174
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-175-simeon-stafford-b1956/36923/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=174
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176
John Boyd (b.1957)

figure with animaL (1997)
signed lower left & dated 1997

oil on canvas
76.5 x 76.5cm (30 x 30in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

177
Ian Humphreys 

(b.1956) British
aDoration (2002)

signed lower left. signed, 
titled & dated on reverse

oil on canvas
51 x 61cm (20 x 24in)

Provenance: Acquired directly 
from the artist

Private Collection
€1,800-2,500 (£1,406-1,953)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-176-john-boyd-b1957/36924/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=175
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-176-john-boyd-b1957/36924/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=175
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-177-ian-humphreys-20th21st-century/36925/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=176
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-177-ian-humphreys-20th21st-century/36925/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=176
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-177-ian-humphreys-20th21st-century/36925/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=176
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178
John Skelton Snr (1923-2009)
reaDY for the off
signed lower right
oil on canvas board
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

179
Arthur K. Maderson (b.1942)
tramore Beach, Low tiDe
signed lower right, signed & titled on reverse
oil on board
58.5 x 48.5cm (23 x 19in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,500-2,000 (£1,171-1,562)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-178-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36926/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=177
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-178-john-skelton-snr-1923-2009/36926/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=177
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-179-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36927/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=178
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-179-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36927/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=178
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180
Gladys MacCabe 

ROI FRSA MA HRUA (b.1918)
the winners encLosure

signed lower left
oil on board

61 x 122cm (24 x 48in)
Provenance: Whyte’s, Dublin 30th April 2007 lot 167

Private Collection
€3,000-5,000 (£2,343-3,906)

181
Daniel O’Neill (1920-1974)

Potrait of a LaDY
signed lower left, inscribed “For Sheilagh” & 

dated 28.6.58 top left
oil on card

18 x 12cm (7 x 5in)
Provenance: Collection of Miss Sheilagh Deacon

Eakin Gallery, Belfast (label verso)
de Vere’s, Dublin 25th November 2008 Lot 130

Private Collection
€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

Sheilagh Deacon was a friend of Daniel O’Neill’s 
and modelled for him on many occassions

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-180-gladys-maccabe-roi-frsa-ma-hrua-b1918/36928/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=179
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-180-gladys-maccabe-roi-frsa-ma-hrua-b1918/36928/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=179
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-180-gladys-maccabe-roi-frsa-ma-hrua-b1918/36928/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=179
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-181-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36929/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=180
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-181-daniel-oneill-1920-1974/36929/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=180
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184
Ken O’Neill (b.1967)
revenge
signed lower left
oil on canvas
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

183
Desmond Kinney (b.1934)

Back - Breaking
signed lower right

oil on board
36 x 36cm (14 x 14in)

Provenance: Stables Gallery, 
Northern Ireland (label verso)

Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

182
John Morris (b.1958)

summer Light
signed lower left & titled on reverse

oil on board
58 x 58cm (23 x 23in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€800-1,200 (£625-937)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-182-john-morris-20th21st-century/36930/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=181
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-182-john-morris-20th21st-century/36930/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=181
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-184-ken-oneill-20th21st-century/36932/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=183
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-183-desmond-kinney-b1934/36931/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=182
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184
Ken O’Neill (b.1967)
revenge
signed lower left
oil on canvas
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

186
David Graux (b.1970) French

rien qu’un soffLe (2004)
signed lower right & dated 2004

oil on canvas triptych
90 x 60cm (35 x 23in)

Provenance: Private Collection
€2,000-3,000 (£1,562-2,343)

185
Ted Jones (b.1952)
the fiDDLe PLaYer

signed lower right
oil on canvas

35.70 x 26cm (14 x 10in)
Provenance: Private Collection

€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-185-ted-jones-b1952/36933/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=184
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-185-ted-jones-b1952/36933/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=184
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-186-david-graux-b1970-french/36934/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=185
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-186-david-graux-b1970-french/36934/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=185
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188
Ken O’Neill (b.1967)
cuBa BounD
signed lower left & titled on reverse
oil on canvas
41 x 51cm (16 x 20in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€800-1,200 (£625-937)

187
Arthur K. Maderson (b.1942)
simPLY Pointing out at 
taLLow horse fair
signed lower right, signed & titled on reverse
oil on panel
41 x 38.25cm (16 x 15in)
Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection
€1,000-1,400 (£781-1,093)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-187-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36935/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=186
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-187-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36935/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=186
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-187-arthur-k-maderson-b1942/36935/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=186
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-188-ken-oneill-20th21st-century/36936/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=187
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-188-ken-oneill-20th21st-century/36936/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=187
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189
Graham Knuttel (b.1954)

DeeP BLue
signed lower right

oil on canvas
61 x 61cm (24 x 24in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€1,500-2,500 (£1,171-1,953)

190
Mat Grogan (b.1947)

stiLL Life with chinese vase
signed lower right

oil on board
51 x 44cm (20 x 17in)

Provenance: Acquired directly from the artist
Private Collection

€1,000-1,500 (£781-1,171)

http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-189-graham-knuttel-b1954/36937/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=188
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-189-graham-knuttel-b1954/36937/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=188
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-190-mat-grogan-b1947/36938/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=189
http://www.morganodriscoll.com/art/lot-190-mat-grogan-b1947/36938/?SearchString=&LotNumSearch=&GuidePrice=&OrderBy=LN&ArtistID=&ArrangeBy=list&NumPerPage=1000&offset=189
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

A full list of conditions of sale are available from our office or on our website at www.morganodriscoll.com.
Buyers and sellers are requested to read carefully the explanation of Cataloguing practice and the conditions set out below which contain 
the terms on which  Morgan O’Driscoll RICS SICS (thereafter referred to as The Auctioneer) conduct sales and handle other related matters.

Save as otherwise appears The Auctioneer acts only as agents for the seller.

The buyer shall be the highest bidder acceptable to The Auctioneer subject to a reserve price (if any) and The Auctioneers shall have absolute 
discretion to settle any dispute under any circumstances including human error, a technical malfunction, or internet bidding delays.
Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principle unless The Auctioneer has, before the date of  the Auction, acknowledged in writing that the bidder is 
acting as agent on behalf of a disclosed principle.
Every bidder shall complete and sign a registration  form before the date of the Auction (if applicable)

Any representation or statement by the Auctioneer whether in the catalogue or other publication or in a condition report as to the authorship, origin, 
date, age, attribution, genuineness, provenance, condition or estimated selling price of any Lot is a statement of opinion only. Any illustrations in the 
catalogue are solely for the guidance of prospective Buyers and are not to be relied upon in terms of tone or colour or necessarily to reveal imperfection 
in any Lot.
 In addition, many Lots are of an age or nature which precludes there being in pristine condition and some descriptions in the 
catalogue or given by way of condition report make reference to damage and/or restoration. Such information is given for guidance only and the 
absence of such reference does not imply that a Lot is free from defects nor does any reference to particular defects imply the absence of others.
Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all matters refereed to in (a) and (b) above by inspection or otherwise prior to the date of the Auction. The 
attention of Buyers is also drawn to the explanation of cataloguing practice  contained in the catalogue.
Each purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected and to be thoroughly acquainted with the contents and conditions of the Lot or Lots purchased by 
him and to have purchased same subject in all faults, deficiencies, imperfections and errors (if any) of any description therein, and no allowance 
whatsoever shall be made in respect of any such fault, imperfection or error or any difficulty of access.

Premium The Buyer shall pay The Auctioneer a premium of 24.6% (inclusive of VAT) 20% (exclusive of VAT) of the Hammer Price and the Buyer 
acknowledges that The Auctioneer may also receive commission in accordance with Conditions of Sale from the Seller.
VAT regulations All Lots in this catalogue are sold using the Auctioneers VAT Margin Scheme. Revenue regulations require that the Buyers premium 
must be invoiced at a rate which is inclusive of any VAT. This VAT is not recoverable by any business buyer.

Each lot shall, from the fall of the hammer, be at the sole risk of the purchaser, and must be collected and taken away without fail, at the 
purchaser’s risk in all respects.
The Auctioneer reserves the right to alter, divide, group or withdraw any Lot or Lots either before or at any time during the sale, or give options on any 
Lot or Lots at any time during the sale.

 Upon the sale of a Lot, the Buyer shall: 
  i) Unless he has already done so, give to The Auctioneer his name and address and, if so required by The Auctioneer, his bank or other suitable 
references.                                    
  ii) If so required by The Auctioneers, immediately pay a deposit in cash or bank draft of 25% of the purchase price of any Lot.   
  iii)Pay to The Auctioneer the Purchase Price within one day from the date of sale.
The Auctioneer may, at his absolute discretion, agree terms for credit with the Buyer under which the Buyer will be entitled to take possession of the Lot 
before payment is made in full.
The Title of Ownership of the property in a lot shall not pass to the Buyer until he has paid the Purchase Price in full.

 The Property in a Lot shall not pass to the Buyer until he has paid the Purchase Price in full and no Lot may be taken away during the Auction, nor may 
any Lot be taken away until the Purchase Price has been paid in full.
The Buyer shall remove at his expense any Lot purchased within 1 day from the sale.
The Buyer shall be responsible for any removal, storage and insurance charges on any Lot not taken away within 1 working day after the date of the 
Auction.
 Any packing and handling of purchased Lots by The Auctioneer’ staff is undertaken solely as a service to the Buyers, and will only be undertaken at The 
Auctioneer’s discretion and at the Buyer’s risk. The Auctioneer shall not be liable in any event for any damage to glass or frames irrespective of cause. 
In addition, The Auctioneer shall not be liable for any errors or omissions or damage caused by packers and shippers that The Auctioneer has recom-
mended to the Buyer. 

A purchased Lot shall be at the Buyer’s risk in all respects from the time of collection or the expiry of one day from the date of sale, whichever is the 
sooner, and neither The Auctioneer nor his employees nor agents shall hereafter be liable for any loss or damage of any kind, whether caused by 
negligence or otherwise, while any Lot is under their respective control or custody.
No liability will be accepted by the Vendors or The Auctioneer for personal injuries of any description and from whatsoever cause arising sustained by 
any person while in the Auction Rooms, on the property of The Auctioneer and/or Vendor(s) for the purpose of inspection, or during the sale or whilst 
removing any Lots in or on the premises of The Auctioneer or Vendor(s) in connection with the sale.
If the buyer fails to pay for or take away any Lot the Auctioneer shall, without further notice to the Buyer and at his absolute discretion and without 
prejudice to any other rights or remedies it may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights or remedies.

To issue proceedings against the Buyer for damages for breach of contract together with the costs of such proceedings on a full indemnity basis.
 To rescind the sale of that or any other Lot sold to the Buyer at that or any other Auction.
To resell the Lot or cause it to be resold by public or private sale. Any deficiency in the Purchase Price resulting from such a resale (after giving credit 
for any payment) together will full costs incurred in connection with the Lot shall be paid to The Auctioneer by the Buyer(s) and any surplus over the 
Proceeds of Sale shall belong to the Seller and in this Condition the expression ‘Proceeds of Sale’ shall have the same meaning in relation to the sale 
by private treaty as it has in relation to a sale by Auction.
 To store the Lot or cause it to be stored and insurance and all other costs incurred in connection with the Lot shall be borne by the aforementioned 
Buyer.
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To charge interest on the Purchase Price at the rate of 2 per cent per month above the Allied Irish Bank base rate to the extent that it remains unpaid 
for more than 1 day after the sale.
To retain that or any other Lot sold to the Buyer at the same or any other Auction and release the item only after payment of the Purchase Price.
To apply any proceeds of sale of any Lot then due or at any time thereafter becoming due to the Buyer toward settlement of the Purchase Price and 
Expenses, and The Auctioneer shall be entitled to a lien on any property of the Buyer which is in The Auctioneer’s possession for any purpose.
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Subject to the obligations accepted by the Auctioneer under this condition, none of the Seller, The Auctioneer, their employees or agents is responsible 
for the correctness of any statement as to the authorship, origin, age, date, size, medium, attribution, genuineness or provenance of any Lot, for any 
other errors of description or for any faults or defects in any Lot and no warranty whatsoever is given by the Seller, The Auctioneer, their employees or 
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marketable title to the Lot free from any liens or encumbrances.  The Auctioneer will set aside the sale and refund to the Buyer any amount paid by 
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  iv)  The catalogue descriptions at the date of the Auction was in accordance with the then generally accepted opinion of scholars or experts or fairly 
indicated there to be a conflict of such opinions.
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any loss, consequential loss or damage whether direct or indirect suffered by him.
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invoice was made out by The Auctioneer in respect of the Lot when sold and who has since the sale retained uninterrupted, unencumbered ownership 
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 Prospective buyers are advised to attend at the Auction. The Auctioneers will, however, if so instructed, execute bids provided in writing in advance of 
the Auction or bids by telephone (at The Auctioneer’s discretion) on their behalf, but neither The Auctioneer nor his employees nor agents shall be liable 
for any neglect or default in so doing or for failure to do so.
In the event that The Auctioneer has received commission bids in a Lot for identical amounts and at the Auction those commission bids are the highest 
bids for that Lot, the Lot shall be knocked down to the person whose commission bid (for the relevant amount) was received first.

Auctioneer's Right to Photographs and Illustrations
The seller authorises the Auctioneer to photograph and illustrate any Lot placed with if for sale and further authorises the Auctioneer to use such photo-
graphs and illustrations and any photographs and illustrations provided by the seller at any time in its absolute discretion (whether or not in connection 
with the auction).

VAT
It is presumed unless stated to the contrary, that the items listed herein are auction scheme good as defined in the Finance Act 1995.

All purchases have to be paid for by Irish Draft in Euros. All other currencies will be subjected to Irish Bank Charges.

ARTIST’S RESALE RIGHTS (“DROIT DE SUITE”)
The seller agrees to pay Morgan O’Driscoll’s an amount equal to the resale royalty. Resale royalty applies to both a living artist and the estate of an 
artist for a period of 70 years after their death where the Hammer Price is 3,000 Euro or more and the amount cannot be more than 12,500 Euro per 
lot. The amount is calculated as follows:

GENERAL CONDITIONS
“The Auctioneer” Morgan O’Driscoll RICS SICS As agent for the Seller is not responsible for any default by the Seller or the Buyer.

The Auctioneer shall have the right at his absolute discretion to refuse admission to his premises or attendance at his auctions by any person(s).

The Auctioneer shall have the right at his absolute discretion  to refuse any bid, to advance the biddings as he may decide, to withdraw or divide any 
Lot to combine any two or more Lots and in the case of dispute to put up any Lot for auction again.

Any indemnity hereunder shall extend to all action, proceedings, costs, claims and demands whatsoever incurred or suffered by the person for whose 
benefit the indemnity is given.
The Auctioneer shall hold any indemnity on trust for his employees and agents where it is expressed to be for their benefit.

Any notice given hereunder shall be in writing and if given by post shall be deemed to have been duly received by the addressee in the ordinary course 
of post.

These Conditions of Sale shall be governed by and construed in accordance with Irish Law and all parties concerned hereby submit to the 
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Irish Courts.

Royalty
4.00%
3.00%
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0.25%

For the portion of the Hammer Price (in Euro)
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Louis Le Brocquy HRHA (1916-2012)

The hurlers  (1947)
signed lower right & dated ‘47

watercolour
27 x 40.75cm (11 x 16in)
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38
John Brian Vallely (b.1941)

The Three Travelling Musicians
signed with initials top right, oil on canvas, 127 x 152.5cm (50 x 60in)
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